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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

American taxpayers contribute over $150 billion each year to scientific research in the United States. Through entities like the National Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health and the Department of Energy’s National Labs, taxpayers fund innovations that contribute to our national security and profoundly change the way we live. America built this successful research enterprise on certain values: reciprocity, integrity, merit-based competition, and transparency. These values foster a free exchange of ideas, encourage the most rigorous research results to flourish, and ensure that researchers receive the benefit of their intellectual capital. The open nature of research in America is manifest; we encourage our researchers and scientists to “stand on the shoulders of giants.” In turn, America attracts the best and brightest. Foreign researchers and scholars travel to the United States just to participate in the advancement of science and technology.

Some countries, however, seek to exploit America’s openness to advance their own national interests. The most aggressive of them has been China. China primarily does this through its more than 200 talent recruitment plans—the most prominent of which is the Thousand Talents Plan. Launched in 2008, the Thousand Talents Plan incentivizes individuals engaged in research and development in the United States to transmit the knowledge and research they gain here to China in exchange for salaries, research funding, lab space, and other incentives. China unfairly uses the American research and expertise it obtains for its own economic and military gain. In recent years, federal agencies have discovered talent recruitment plan members who downloaded sensitive electronic research files before leaving to return to China, submitted false information when applying for grant funds, and willfully failed to disclose receiving money from the Chinese government on U.S. grant applications.

This report exposes how American taxpayer funded research has contributed to China’s global rise over the last 20 years. During that time, China openly recruited U.S.-based researchers, scientists, and experts in the public and private sector to provide China with knowledge and intellectual capital in exchange for monetary gain and other benefits. At the same time, the federal government’s grant-making agencies did little to prevent this from happening, nor did the FBI and other federal agencies develop a coordinated response to mitigate the threat. These failures continue to undermine the integrity of the American research enterprise and endanger our national security.

* * * *

China aims to be the world’s leader in science and technology (“S&T”) by 2050. To achieve its S&T goals, China has implemented a whole-of-government campaign to recruit talent and foreign experts from around the world. China’s campaign is well financed. According to an analysis by the FBI, China has pledged
to spend 15 percent of its gross domestic product on improving human resources from 2008 to 2020. That amounts to an investment of more than $2 trillion. For the Chinese government, international scientific collaboration is not about advancing science, it is to advance China’s national security interests.

*China’s Talent Recruitment Plans.* Foreign trained scientists and experts provide China access to know-how, expertise, and foreign technology—all necessary for China’s economic development and military modernization. While China has created and manages more than 200 talent recruitment plans, this report focuses on the Thousand Talents Plan. China designed the Thousand Talents Plan to recruit 2,000 high-quality overseas talents, including scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, and finance experts. The plan provides salaries, research funding, lab space, and other incentives to lure experts into researching for China. According to one report, by 2017, China dramatically exceeded its recruitment goal, having recruited more than 7,000 “high-end professionals,” including several Nobel laureates.

The Chinese Communist Party (the “Party”) plays a lead role in administering the Thousand Talents Plan. The Party recognized the need to control overseas talent recruitment efforts to ensure the program served its priorities. The Party created a “complex system of administration and oversight to coordinate its recruitment efforts.” The Party is able to “exert exceptional” levels of control over the Thousand Talents Plan and other talent recruitment plans. To ensure control, Thousand Talents Plan members sign legally binding contracts.

*Contracting with the Chinese Government.* Thousand Talent Plan members sign legally binding contracts with Chinese institutions, like universities and research institutions. The contracts can incentivize members to lie on grant applications to U.S. grant-making agencies, set up “shadow labs” in China working on research identical to their U.S. research, and, in some cases, transfer U.S. scientists’ hard-earned intellectual capital. Some of the contracts also contain nondisclosure provisions and require the Chinese government’s permission to terminate the agreement, giving the Chinese government significant leverage over talent recruitment plan members. These provisions are in stark contrast to the U.S. research community’s basic norms, values, and principles. Annexed to this report are Chinese talent recruitment plan contracts that illustrate exactly what talent recruitment plan members agree to when they become members.

*Case Examples.* This report includes selected examples from U.S. grant-making agencies involving Chinese talent recruitment plan members. For example, talent recruitment plan members removed 30,000 electronic files before leaving for China, submitted false information when applying for grant funds, filed a patent based on U.S. government-funded research, and hired other Chinese talent recruitment plan members to work on U.S. national security topics. One Chinese talent recruitment plan member stole proprietary defense information related to U.S. military jet engines, and others have contractually agreed to give Chinese institutions intellectual property rights that overlapped with research conducted at
U.S. institutions. Annexed to this report are case examples provided by several federal agencies.

*Talent Plans Go Underground.* Following public testimony and U.S. government scrutiny, the Chinese government started deleting online references to the Thousand Talents Plan in October 2018. For example, China deleted news articles featuring Thousand Talents Plan members, Chinese universities stopped promoting the program on their websites, and the official Thousand Talent Plan site deleted the names of scientists participating in the program. The Chinese government has also instructed talent recruitment organizations that “the phrase ‘Thousand Talents Plan’ should not appear in written circulars/notice.” Despite this censorship, China’s talent recruitment plans continue.

* * * *

The Subcommittee reviewed seven federal agencies’ efforts to mitigate the threat that Chinese talent recruitment plans pose to the U.S. research enterprise, including U.S.-funded research. While China has a strategic plan to acquire knowledge and intellectual property from researchers, scientists, and the U.S. private sector, the U.S. government does not have a comprehensive strategy to combat this threat.

*The National Science Foundation* ("NSF") funds approximately 27 percent of all federally funded basic research at U.S. colleges and universities, leading to 12,000 annual awards to more than 40,000 recipients. In light of Chinese talent recruitment plan members’ misappropriation of NSF funding, NSF has taken several steps—albeit insufficient ones—to mitigate this risk. As of July 2019, NSF policy prohibits federal employees from participating in foreign talent recruitment plans, but the policy does not apply to NSF-funded researchers. These NSF-funded researchers are the individuals mostly likely to be members of foreign talent recruitment plans. The NSF also does not vet grantees before awarding them funding. Instead, NSF relies on sponsoring institutions to vet and conduct due diligence on potential grantees. NSF has no dedicated staff to ensure compliance with NSF grant terms.

*The National Institutes of Health* ("NIH") invests over $31 billion annually in medical research through 50,000 competitive grants to more than 300,000 researchers. NIH has recently found instances of talent recruitment plan members committing grant fraud and transferring intellectual capital and property. It also found possible malign foreign influence in its peer review process. NIH has attempted to address these issues, but significant gaps in NIH’s grant integrity process remain. Much like the NSF, NIH relies on institutions to solicit and review disclosures of financial conflicts by its employees participating in NIH-funded research. Unlike the NSF, the NIH has a Division of Grants Compliance and Oversight that conducts site visits at institutions to advance compliance and provide oversight. The number of oversight visits to institutions has fallen from 28
in 2012 to only three last year. NIH officials remain concerned that China’s talent recruitment plans are more pervasive than what they have uncovered to date.

**The Department of Energy** (“Energy”) is the largest federal sponsor of basic research in the physical sciences. Energy awards $6.6 billion in grants and contracts annually that support over 25,000 researchers at over 300 institutions and National Labs. Energy’s research funding and prominent role in advanced research and development make it particularly attractive to the Chinese government. Energy has recently identified Thousand Talent Plan members working on sensitive research at National Labs and Thousand Talent Plan members with security clearances. Energy has been slow to address vulnerabilities surrounding the openness of its National Labs and its scientific collaboration with the 35,000 foreign nationals who conduct research at the National Labs each year. For example, in December 2018, Energy began requiring all foreign nationals’ curricula vitae be included in Foreign Visits and Assignments requests to Energy facilities as well as in the Foreign Access Central Tracking System database. Despite 30-year old federal regulations prohibiting U.S. government employees from receiving foreign compensation, Energy clarified only this year that employees and contractors are prohibited from participating in foreign talent recruitment plans.

**The State Department** (“State”) issues nonimmigrant visas (“NIV”) to foreign nationals seeking to visit the United States to study, work, or conduct research. It is on the front line in the U.S. government efforts to protect against intellectual property theft and illicit technology transfers. While State has a process to review NIV applicants attempting to violate export control laws, State’s authority to deny visas is limited. State’s review process leads to less than five percent of reviewed applicants being denied a visa. Nor does State systematically track visa applicants linked to China’s talent recruitment plans, even though some applicants linked to Chinese talent recruitment plans have engaged in intellectual property theft.

**The Department of Commerce’s** (“Commerce”) Bureau of Industry and Security conducts assessments of defense-related technologies and “administers export controls of dual-use items which have both military and commercial applications.” Commerce is also responsible for issuing deemed export licenses to firms that employ or host foreign nationals seeking to work on controlled technology projects. The Subcommittee found that Commerce rarely denies an application for a deemed export license. Commerce’s denial rate in 2018 for deemed export licenses was only 1.1 percent. Commerce officials told the Subcommittee that it has not revoked a deemed export license in the past five years, despite the recent listing of new entities on Commerce’s Entity List that require additional scrutiny. Commerce issued deemed export licenses to Chinese nationals who participated in talent recruitment plans, had ties to Huawei, and were affiliated with other concerning entities.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") protects the United States from foreign intelligence operations and espionage. The FBI, however, has recognized that it was "was slow to recognize the threat of the Chinese Talent Plans." It was not until mid-2018, however, that FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C. took control of the FBI’s response to the threat. Moreover, after collecting information on suspected talent plan participants, the FBI waited nearly two years to coordinate and provide those details to federal grant-making agencies. This delay likely prevented the federal government from identifying talent recruitment plan members who engaged in illegal or unethical grant practices or the unauthorized transfer of technology. The FBI has yet to develop an effective, nationwide strategy to warn universities, government laboratories, and the broader public of the risks of foreign talent recruitment plans.

The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy ("OSTP") has formal authority to convene all research funding agencies on matters of policy through the National Science and Technology Council. OSTP formally established a joint committee in May 2019 to begin a policy review to coordinate efforts to adopt best practices across the federal government to mitigate foreign exploitation of the U.S. open innovation system. This review is intended to develop a longer-term strategy for balancing engagement and risk without stifling innovation. The U.S. government’s vast and varied array of grant-making agencies complicates this policy review.

*   *   *   *

As American policy makers navigate an increasingly complicated relationship with China, it is not in our national security interest to fund China’s economic and military development with taxpayer dollars. China’s talent recruitment plans, including the Thousand Talents Plan, undermine the integrity of our research enterprise and harm our economic and national security interests.

U.S. universities and U.S.-based researchers must take responsibility in addressing this threat. If U.S. universities can vet employees for scientific rigor or allegations of plagiarism, they also can vet for financial conflicts of interests and foreign sources of funding. If U.S. researchers can assess potential collaborators’ research aptitude and their past publications, they should know their collaborators’ affiliations and their research intentions.

The U.S. academic community is in the crosshairs of not only foreign competitors contending for the best and brightest, but also of foreign nation states that seek to transfer valuable intellectual capital and steal intellectual property. As the academic community looks to the federal government for guidance and direction on mitigating threats, the U.S. government must provide effective, useful, timely, and specific threat information and tools to counter the threats.

Based on this investigation, the Subcommittee finds that the federal government has failed to stop China from acquiring knowledge and intellectual
property from U.S. taxpayer funded researchers and scientists. Nor do federal agencies have a comprehensive strategy to combat this threat.

The Subcommittee’s Investigations

This investigation continues the Subcommittee’s examination of national security issues involving China. During the 115th Congress, the Subcommittee highlighted China’s leading role in the opioid crisis by investigating how illicit opioids like fentanyl are shipped from China to the United States through international mail. The Subcommittee held an initial oversight hearing on May 25, 2017, titled Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs. On January 25, 2018, the Subcommittee held a second hearing and issued a bipartisan report titled Combatting the Opioid Crisis: Exploiting Vulnerabilities in International Mail. On October 24, 2018, the President signed into law the Synthetic Trafficking & Overdose Prevention Act (“STOP Act”), legislation designed to assist law enforcement in identifying and stopping fentanyl being shipped into the United States.

In the current 116th Congress, on February 28, 2019, the Subcommittee held a hearing and issued a bipartisan report titled China’s Impact on the U.S. Education System. The Subcommittee examined China’s propaganda efforts at U.S. colleges and universities through Confucius Institutes. The Chinese government funds Confucius Institutes and hires Chinese teachers to teach language and culture classes to students and non-student community members. Confucius Institute funding comes with strings that can compromise academic freedom. The Chinese government approves all teachers, events, and speakers. Some U.S. schools contractually agree that both Chinese and U.S. laws will apply. The Chinese teachers sign contracts with the Chinese government pledging they will not damage Chinese national interests. The Subcommittee found that these limitations export China’s censorship of political debate to the United States and prevent the academic community from discussing topics that the Chinese government believes are politically sensitive.

Next, the Subcommittee turned to China’s talent recruitment plans. The Subcommittee focused specifically on China’s most prominent plan, the Thousand Talents Plan. The Subcommittee reviewed documents, received briefings, or interviewed individuals from the following agencies: Office of Director of National Intelligence; Central Intelligence Agency; Department of State; Department of Commerce; Department of Energy; Federal Bureau of Investigation; Department of Health and Human Services; National Science Foundation; and the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. The Subcommittee also met with members of the academic community, including the American Public and Land Grant Universities, Association of American Universities, the American Council on Education, a Chinese American advocacy group, and the JASON independent scientific advisory group.
II. FINDINGS OF FACT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Findings of Fact

1) **China seeks to become a science and technology ("S&T") world leader by 2050.** The Chinese government elevated the importance of S&T as a key national strategic goal in 2006. China seeks to become an “innovative country” by 2020 and an S&T world leader by 2050. To accomplish its goals, China systematically targets critical technologies and advanced S&T capabilities as a way to enhance national strength and achieve Chairman Xi Jinping’s goal of “national rejuvenation.”

2) **China prioritizes military-civilian fusion as a national goal.** In 2016, Chairman Xi designated a policy known as Military-Civilian Fusion (“MCF”) as a national strategy. MCF seeks to pool talent and financial resources to jointly develop technologies, conduct research, and attract talent that mutually reinforces both the military and civilian sectors. MCF blurs the lines between China’s defense and civilian sectors, enabling China to continue international scientific collaboration while obfuscating that this collaboration also assists in modernizing China’s military.

3) **China aggressively recruits overseas researchers and scientists.** China has a coordinated global campaign to recruit overseas S&T experts as part of its S&T strategy. These experts provide access to know-how, expertise, and foreign technology—all necessary for China’s economic development and military modernization. Chinese recruitment efforts also have begun to reverse China’s brain drain, as more Chinese students than before are returning to China after studying abroad.

4) **The Thousand Talents Plan ("TTP") is China’s most prominent talent recruitment plan.** Launched in 2008 and controlled by the Chinese Communist Party, the TTP recruits thousands of high-quality overseas talents. As of 2017, China reportedly has recruited 7,000 researchers and scientists. The TTP targets U.S.-based researchers and scientists, regardless of ethnicity or citizenship, who focus on or have access to cutting-edge research and technology. The TTP is just one of over 200 Chinese talent recruitment plans over which the Chinese Communist Party is able to “exert exceptional” levels of control. In response to U.S. government scrutiny, China has attempted to delete online references to its talent recruitment plans and reportedly instructed Chinese institutions on how to avoid additional U.S. scrutiny.
5) **TTP employment contracts violate U.S. research values.** TTP members sign legally binding contracts with Chinese institutions that contain provisions that violate U.S. research values, including non-disclosure provisions related to their research and employment with Chinese institutions. The contracts require TTP members to undermine fundamental U.S. scientific norms of transparency, reciprocity, merit-based competition, and integrity. Fundamentally, these contracts incentivize TTP members to put China’s interests ahead of U.S. institutions.

6) **Chinese talent plans target unrestricted, basic research.** China seeks access to non-public fundamental research to accelerate its technological capabilities at the U.S. taxpayer’s expense. The U.S. government may restrict some research for proprietary or national security reasons but as fundamental research is generally designed to be openly shared, federal law enforcement agencies have limited means to thwart China’s extralegal activities.

7) **TTP members have willfully failed to disclose their TTP membership.** Some TTP members willfully failed to disclose their affiliation with China’s talent recruitment plans to U.S. institutions and U.S. grant-making agencies. In some cases, TTP members received both U.S. grants and Chinese grants for similar research, established “shadow labs” in China to conduct parallel research, and stole intellectual capital and property. U.S. government agencies also discovered that some TTP members used their access to research information to provide their Chinese employer with important information on early stage research.

8) **Federal agencies are not prepared to prevent China from transferring taxpayer funded research and stealing intellectual property.** The U.S. government was slow to address the threat of China’s talent recruitment plans, leading to U.S. government grant dollars and private sector technologies being repurposed to support China’s economic and military goals. Though some federal agencies have begun to take action, the federal government lacks an effective interagency strategy and continues to have shortfalls in its processes to mitigate the threat that Chinese talent recruitment plans pose.

9) **Federal grant-making agencies lack standards and coordination.** U.S. grant-making agencies, such as the National Science Foundation ("NSF") and the National Institutes of Health ("NIH"), each require grant applicants to use different forms and processes to apply for federally funded research grants. This increases administrative burdens on researchers applying for grants from multiple federal agencies. It also complicates
effective grant oversight of the more than $150 billion in U.S. funding awarded annually for research and development.

10) **U.S. grant-making agencies’ policies on foreign talent recruitment plans differ.** For example, the Department of Energy’s new policy effectively bans both employee and contractor participation in foreign talent recruitment plans. The NSF’s new policy, however, only applies to NSF employees, but not researchers. These differences can complicate the research community’s understanding of the scope and scale of the problem.

11) **The NSF does not have a compliance office to perform grant oversight functions.** Instead, the NSF relies on the institutions submitting grant applications and the NSF Inspector General to conduct due diligence, vetting, and oversight. The NSF’s policy on participation in foreign talent recruitment plans does not extend to the more than 40,000 researchers and scientists that receive U.S. funding for research and development.

12) **The NIH awards over $31 billion annually in medical research in 50,000 competitive grants to more than 300,000 researchers.** The NIH has not issued new policies addressing talent recruitment programs. Instead, it relies on existing policies regarding conflict of interest, conflict of commitment, and disclosure of outside support. The NIH is conducting additional oversight of potential links between federal funding and foreign talent recruitment plans. As part of that process, it identified at least 75 individuals potentially linked to foreign talent recruitment plans that also served as peer reviewers.

13) **The Department of Energy (“Energy”) is the largest federal sponsor of basic research in the physical sciences, funding $6.6 billion in grants and contracts that support over 25,000 researchers at over 300 institutions and National Labs.** Energy’s research funding and prominent role in advanced research and development make it particularly attractive to the Chinese government. Despite 30-year old federal regulations prohibiting U.S. government employees from receiving foreign compensation that conflicts with their official duties, Energy clarified only this year that employees and contractors are prohibited from participating in foreign talent plans.

14) **The Commerce Department (“Commerce”) granted deemed export licenses to Chinese nationals associated with talent recruitment plans, Chinese military affiliated universities, and other entities on Commerce’s entity list.** The entity list includes individuals and entities “who have engaged in activities that could result in an increased risk of the diversion of exported, re-exported, and transferred items to weapons of mass
destruction programs.” The list also includes “activities contrary to U.S. national security and/or foreign policy interests.” Commerce is responsible for issuing deemed export licenses to U.S. firms that employ or host foreign nationals seeking to work on controlled technology projects. Commerce rarely denies deemed export license applications, denying only 1.3 percent in 2018.

15) The FBI recognized that it and other federal agencies were “slow to recognize the threat of the Chinese talent [recruitment] plans” until recently. Despite the Chinese government publicly announcing in 2008 its intent to recruit overseas researchers with access to advanced research and technology, FBI’s headquarters in Washington D.C. did take control of the response to the threat until mid-2018. The FBI took nearly two years to coordinate the dissemination of information identifying potential talent recruitment plan participants to federal grant-making agencies. The FBI has yet to develop an effective, nationwide strategy to warn universities, government laboratories, and the broader public of the risks of foreign talent recruitment plans.

16) The State Department is on the frontline in the U.S. government effort to protect against intellectual property theft and illicit technology transfers. While State has a process to screen for non-immigrant visa applicants attempting to steal sensitive technologies or intellectual property, State’s authority to deny visas is limited. This results in a denial rate of less than five percent of all visa applicants reviewed. State also does not make available visa applicant files and supporting documentation to U.S. law enforcement in easily accessible formats to assist national security investigations.

17) The White House’s OSTP launched an effort in May 2019 to coordinate interagency work related to improving the safety, integrity, and productivity of research settings. Currently, federal grant-making agencies’ policies and processes are not standardized or uniform. These differences complicate the grant process for applicants, stifle U.S. law enforcement’s ability to investigate grant-related crimes, and frustrate the federal government’s ability to comprehensively understand grant spending.
Recommendations

1) Federal agencies must develop a comprehensive strategy to combat both illegal and extralegal transfers of U.S. intellectual capital. China uses illegal and extralegal mechanisms to acquire U.S. intellectual property, research, and sensitive technologies. Federal agencies should work with the U.S. research community to balance the need for international collaboration while securing U.S.-government funded research.

2) Federal agencies should declassify and disseminate more information on foreign talent recruitment plans. Additional information from the U.S. intelligence community, federal law enforcement, and federal grant-making agencies will help define the scope and scale of the problem so that U.S. research institutions can effectively mitigate risks associated with foreign talent recruitment plans.

3) While taking steps to better protect research and intellectual property, Congress and the Executive Branch should reaffirm the critical importance of foreign students and researchers in the United States and the importance of international research collaboration. Congress should provide stable and sustained funding for scientific research sponsored by federal agencies and support programs aimed at keeping scientists and their work in the United States.

4) Federal law enforcement agencies and members of the intelligence community must better tailor engagement with the U.S. research community to ensure that threat information is accessible and actionable. The FBI should develop a cohesive strategy to ensure outreach by its headquarters and 56 field offices is effective, consistent, and timely.

5) U.S. grant-making agencies should harmonize the grant proposal process and standardize reporting requirements for disclosing all foreign conflicts of interest, conflicts of commitment, and all outside and foreign support. Standardization and harmonization will reduce the administrative burden on research institutions applying for federal research funding and promote data sharing across the U.S. research enterprise. A government-wide standard should require documents be machine readable to encourage automation to assist with identifying grant fraud.

6) The U.S. research community should establish a “Know Your Collaborator” culture. U.S. research institutions should establish best practices in monitoring scientific and research collaboration with foreign nationals and determining whether such collaboration adheres to U.S. scientific research values, especially in the area of research integrity. U.S.
research institutions also should investigate and adjudicate allegations of failures to disclose conflicts of interest, commitment, or other outside support.

7) **U.S. grant-making agencies should implement a compliance and auditing program to ensure grantees accurately report conflicts of interest and conflicts of commitment.** Congress should provide adequate resources to support agency compliance programs and inspectors general.

8) **U.S. grant-making agencies conducting or funding U.S. government research should share information regarding grant recipients with access to U.S. government funding and research facilities.** This information should be made available as appropriate to foster scientific collaboration and used by funding agencies to assess the qualifications of researchers.

9) **The Commerce Department should ensure its interagency process for identifying emerging and foundational technologies that are essential to the national security of the United States includes a review of fundamental research.** As appropriate and necessary, the Commerce Department should add foundational technologies and areas of fundamental research to its export control lists.

10) **The State Department should identify any additional authorities needed to deny non-immigrant visas for individuals suspected of engaging in illegal or extralegal transfers of technology, intellectual property, and fundamental research.** State also should include additional security related questions designed to detect foreign government sponsorship of research conducted in the United States and whether the visa applicant intends to legally or illegally transfer research and technology back to their home country on visa applications. State should automate security reviews of visa applicants for illicit transfers of technology, intellectual property, and fundamental research.

11) **The administration should consider updating NSDD-189 and implement additional, limited restrictions on U.S. government funded fundamental research.** NSDD-189 was issued in 1985 and established the national policy that products of fundamental research are to remain unrestricted to the maximum extent possible. Federal agencies must not only combat illegal transfers of controlled or classified research, but assess whether openly sharing some types of fundamental research is in the nation’s interest.
12) Federal law enforcement and other relevant agencies should identify U.S.-based entities that serve as recruitment networks, platforms, or foreign government proxies that facilitate or broker in state-sponsored talent recruitment. Additional investigations and publications are needed to fully understand the impact of foreign talent recruitment efforts in the United States. Federal law enforcement and other relevant agencies should examine the extent of foreign talent recruitment activity in the private sector for foreign talent recruitment-related programs, including venture capital contests and entrepreneurial programs.

13) U.S. grant-making agencies should work with research institutions to ensure they have the necessary cybersecurity practices in place to reduce the risk of research data misappropriation. Universities, research institutions, and other recipients of federal research funding should periodically demonstrate that they are adhering to cybersecurity best practices.

14) Grant-making agencies should not award U.S. funding to participants of foreign talent recruitment programs absent full disclosure of the terms and conditions of membership in any talent recruitment program.
III. BACKGROUND

This section discusses China’s goal to be the leader in science and technology ("S&T") by 2050. To achieve that goal, China is executing a coordinated global campaign to recruit S&T experts and foreign talent. These experts provide access to know-how, expertise, and foreign technology—all necessary for China’s economic development and military modernization. While the Chinese government manages more than 200 talent recruitment plans, this section discusses the most prominent plan—the Thousand Talents Plan—and details the plan’s centrally managed structure and contracts. Finally, this section highlights recent congressional testimony by U.S. intelligence and law enforcement officials concerning the threats posed by foreign talent recruitment plans.

A. China’s Goal to be the Science and Technology Leader by 2050

In 2006, the Chinese government’s State Council released the National Medium and Long-Term Program for Science and Technology Development ("MLP"), elevating the importance of S&T development as a key Chinese strategic goal.1 First commissioned by the 16th National Congress of the Communist Party of China ("CPC") in 2002, Chinese leadership fully endorsed the MLP during the 17th Party Congress in October 2007.2 Former Chinese Chairman Hu Jintao remarked in his 17th Party Congress address that China would implement the MLP to make China an innovative country and enhance national strength.3 China aimed to become an “innovation-oriented country” by 2020 and an S&T world leader by 2050.4

At that time, China’s goals under the MLP were ambitious. China was known more as the workshop of the world than as a source of innovative research and technology. In 2007, for example, China filed only a little over 245,000 patents—roughly half the number of patents filed in the United States.5 China also had a weak domestic base for conducting innovative research and developing cutting-edge technologies. Only 14 Chinese universities were among the top 500

3 Id.
5 WIPO IP Statistics Data Center, WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORG., https://www3.wipo.int/ipstats.
universities in the world. And China’s highest ranked university, Tsinghua University, failed to crack the top 150. Compounding these problems, some of China’s best talent and experts were overseas. More than 1.2 million Chinese nationals left the country to study and conduct research between 1978 and 2007, but only a quarter had ever returned to China.

1. From Brain Drain to Brain Gain

Though the Chinese government had initiated several plans designed to recruit and retain S&T talent in the 1990s, it mainly issued awards to individuals in China with limited foreign experience. As such, those plans failed to attract the caliber of talent the Chinese government sought in fields deemed critical to strengthening China. For a short period, the Chinese government also attempted to retain talent by imposing a “service period” on students pursuing overseas studies. Deng Xiaoping, the former paramount leader of China, however, ended this policy after 1992, recognizing that China would be better served even if it succeeded in convincing only half of overseas Chinese students to return.

By the early 2000s, China’s strategy to recruit S&T talent underwent a paradigm shift. As former CPC General Secretary Zhao Ziyang suggested years earlier, China was not losing brainpower, but rather it was storing its talent overseas to tap later. Chinese leaders, therefore, determined that it could be more

---
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8 In 2007, for example, 80,000 Chinese nationals were studying in the United States. Approximately 66 percent of them were pursuing graduate studies, and approximately another 10 percent were putting their U.S. acquired skills and knowledge to use under the Optional Practical Training. See Academic Level and Place of Origin: Previous Years, INSTITUTE OF INT’L EDUC., https://www.iie.org/Research-and-Insights/Open-Doors/Data/International-Students/Places-of-Origin/Academic-Level-and-Place-of-Origin/2007-08; Cong Cao, China’s Brain Drain at the High End: Why Government Policies Have Failed to Attract First-Rate Academics to Return, 4 ASIAN POPULATION STUD. 331 (2008) (https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240534512). (Undergraduate students and graduate students were required to work in China for 5 years and 2 years respectively before pursuing overseas studies).

9 Id. at 8.

10 See Cong Cao, China’s Brain Drain at the High End: Why Government Policies Have Failed to Attract First-Rate Academics to Return, 4 ASIAN POPULATION STUD. 331, 333 (2008), https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240534512. (Undergraduate students and graduate students were required to work in China for 5 years and 2 years respectively before pursuing overseas studies).
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efficient to allow its nationals to learn how to conduct research and develop cutting-edge technologies overseas and later find ways for these nationals to assist China.14

The CPC soon changed its approach towards overseas Chinese nationals, emphasizing their role in China’s development.15 Chinese officials even reportedly changed a political slogan referring to overseas Chinese nationals from “returning and serving the country” (回国服务) to simply “serve the country” (为国服务).16 Chinese officials began actively encouraging overseas Chinese nationals to “serve the country overseas” (海外人才为国服务) through investment, giving lectures, starting businesses, and transferring technology back to China.17

The MLP reflected this dramatic shift, noting the Chinese government must “attract high caliber talents from overseas” with a priority on areas where China is particularly weak.18 The MLP called for the government to formulate plans to attract overseas talents to return to China to “serve the country,” establish talent recruitment organizations taking into account the “characteristics” of overseas talents, increase financial incentives for overseas talents to return to China, and “establish policy mechanisms for overseas talents to serve the country.”19 According to the MLP, such “policy mechanisms” would focus on getting overseas talents and their teams to return to China to work.20

14 Id.
20 See MLP S&T STRATEGY.
2. China’s Systematic Targeting of Critical Technologies

For the Chinese government, the main purpose of international scientific collaboration is to advance China’s national security interests, not solely to advance science. According to China’s Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), China’s participation in international S&T cooperation projects strives for a “win-win and mutually beneficial outcome,” but prioritizes Chinese interests under the premise of safeguarding national security. MOST formulates and facilitates the “implementation of strategies and policies for innovation-driven development, and plans and policies for S&T development and the attraction of foreign talent.” MOST also “coordinates the development of the national innovation system and the reform of the national S&T management system, and works with relevant government departments to improve incentive mechanisms for technological innovation.”

MOST is responsible for identifying and supporting international S&T cooperation projects in selected target areas. These target areas are publicly well documented. MOST outlined more than a dozen major S&T projects in the MLP. These “National Major S&T Projects” identify China’s top priorities and focus on strategic technologies and engineering projects with the goal of achieving significant technological advances.

1. Core Electronic Devices, High-End Chips, and Basic Software Parts
2. Large-Scale Integrated Circuit Manufacturing
3. Next Generation Broadband Wireless Mobile Communications
4. High-End Machine Tools and Manufacturing Equipment
5. Large-Scale Oil and Gas Fields Development
6. Large-Scale Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor
7. Water Pollution and Control
8. Genetically Modified Organisms
9. Major New Drug Development
10. Major Infectious Disease Prevention and Cure

21 SECURITY COMMISSION REPORT, 22 (Jan. 2011) (MOST “plays a leading role in developing national science policy and in designing and implementing many of the national funding programs.”).
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11. Large-Scale Airplanes
12. High Resolution Earth Observation Technology
13. Manned Spaceflight

China has additional blueprints aimed at transforming the country into a global S&T leader, including the “Made in China 2025 (“MIC 2025”) plan. According to a U.S. Chamber of Commerce report on MIC 2025’s goals, the program targets ten strategic industries—including next-generation information technology, aviation, rail, new energy vehicles, and agricultural machinery—that are critical to China’s economic competitiveness and high-tech growth. MIC 2025 “appears to provide preferential access to capital to domestic companies in order to promote their indigenous research and development capabilities, support their ability to acquire technology from abroad, and enhance their overall competitiveness.” The U.S. Chamber also found that in concert with China’s state-led development plans, including the MLP, MIC 2025 constitutes a “broader strategy to use state resources to alter and create comparative advantage[s] in these sectors on a global scale.”

3. China’s Military-Civilian Fusion Strategy

China’s efforts to improve its S&T base and leapfrog ahead of the United States have significant implications for U.S. national security beyond economic and scientific competition. Since 2013, Chairman Xi Jinping has emphasized Military-Civilian Fusion” (“MCF”) as critical to the nation’s economic development and national security. In 2016, he elevated the importance of MCF as one of the pillars of China’s military modernization and made it a national strategy.

Unlike prior Chinese military-industrial policies such as Civilian-Military Integration (军民结合), MCF seeks to move beyond integrating civilian technologies and management expertise into China’s military industrial complex. Now, MCF

29 Id.
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calls for the seamless “fusing” of the military and civilian sectors with resources, technologies, information, and people.\textsuperscript{35} This allows China to pool its talent and resources from the two sectors to jointly develop technologies, conduct research, and attract talent that mutually reinforces both the military and civilian sector. MCF significantly blurs the lines between China’s defense and civilian sectors, enabling China to continue international collaboration with scientists while not disclosing that such collaboration may be for modernizing China’s military.\textsuperscript{36}

In 2017, the State Council published a MCF policy document detailing how China planned to promote defense-related science and technology fusion.\textsuperscript{37} In its document, the State Council calls for the Chinese military to declassify National Defense Patents for the civilian sector’s use, the sharing of military and civilian research centers, including facilities at the China Academy of Sciences and universities, and the coordination of research efforts.\textsuperscript{38} The document also calls for China’s military and its defense industry to rely on higher education institutions to establish defense research and civilian research institutions as well as a talent recruitment plan to recruit personnel to work in the defense sector.\textsuperscript{39} Another key provision calls for establishing an information sharing platform between civilian and military research institutions to collect information on frontier and advanced technologies.\textsuperscript{40}

Chairman Xi’s elevation of MCF as a national strategy encourages China’s military industrial complex to implement its own “going out” strategy (走出去) to acquire overseas companies, establish research and development centers, and attract overseas talent.\textsuperscript{41} For example, in 2013 China’s Aviation Industry Corporation (“AVIC”), a Chinese aerospace and defense conglomerate, purchased the German aircraft engine manufacturer Thielert Aircraft—which makes engines
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for large unmanned aerial vehicles. AVIC also established the AVIC Centre for Structural Design and Manufacture at the Imperial College of London to research aircraft design and manufacturing technologies. Through such research collaborations, China’s military industrial complex is able to “exploit the openness of the scientific community” and western academic norms that encourage research collaborations.

4. China’s Strategic Plan for Talent Recruitment

Over the past decade, the Chinese government has refined its centrally organized foreign talent recruitment plans into a strategy to “use talent to strengthen the country” by targeting the specific technology sectors previously discussed. These plans help facilitate technology transfer and typically include people-to-people exchanges, international S&T cooperation projects, and the recruitment and repatriation of S&T experts on a temporary or permanent basis. China’s most prominent national talent recruitment plan is the “Recruitment Program of Global Experts,” more commonly known as the Thousand Talents Plan (“TTP”).

Launched in 2008, a year after the adoption of the MLP, China designed the TTP to recruit 2,000 high-quality overseas talents within five to ten years. By 2017, according to one report, China recruited more than 7,000 “high-end professionals” under the TTP.
The TTP is just one of China’s more than 200 talent recruitment plans.\(^5\) For example, another popular Chinese talent recruitment plan is the Changjiang Scholars program. Started in 1998, the Changjiang Scholars program is run by the Ministry of Education and recruits individuals both in China and abroad to work in Chinese universities and research institutions.\(^6\) According to one public report, as of June 2014, a total of 2,251 Changjiang Scholars had been appointed, including 1,546 distinguished professors and 705 visiting professors.\(^7\) China’s talent recruitment plans do not only target U.S. universities or researchers; there are


venture capital recruitment plans and talent recruitment competitions that engage entrepreneurs and the private sector directly.53

The Chinese government is investing significant resources in its talent recruitment plans. According to one 2015 FBI analysis, China pledged to spend 15 percent of the country’s gross domestic product on human resources during the period covered by the plan, potentially more than $2 trillion.54

i. Administration

In contrast to other previous talent recruitment plans, the Party, specifically through the Central Committee’s Organization Department, plays a lead role in implementing the TTP.55 The Organization Department is one of the most powerful CPC departments, controlling more than 90 million Party officials’ assignments at all levels of the Chinese government.56 The CPC recognized the need to control overseas talent recruitment efforts “to ensure they were in line with Party priorities, so it created a complex system of administration and oversight to coordinate its recruitment efforts.”57 This coordination allows the CPC to “exert exceptional” levels of control over the TTP and other talent recruitment plans.58


54 U.S. FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, Counter Intelligence, Strategic Partnership Intelligence Note (SPIN), Chinese Talent Programs, SPIN: 15-007 (Sept. 2015), https://info.publicintelligence.net/FBI-ChineseTalentPrograms.pdf.
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The Organization Department oversees the Talent Work Coordination Small Group ("TWCSG"), the Overseas High-Level Talent Recruitment Working Small Group, and the Overseas High-Level Talent Recruitment Work Special Office ("Special Office"). The Organization Department’s director and deputy director chair the TWCSG, which is comprised of 18 government agencies, CPC affiliated entities including the Organization Department, and academic entities.

In 2008, the Chinese government issued two policy documents detailing the administration and implementation of the TTP. On December 23, 2008 the “General Office of the CPC Central Committee” published the “Central Committee Talent Work Coordination Small Group’s Advice for Implementing the [TTP].” This document provides initial guidance and organizing infrastructure, including by creating leadership positions, defining roles and responsibilities, and creating smaller working groups charged with more discrete tasks.

The policy document also created the “Overseas High-Level Talent Introduction Small Group.” This group published an “Interim Measures” guidance

---
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document designed to implement the overseas high-level talent recruitment plans, including the TTP. 63 The Interim Measures stated TTP’s goals were as follows:

[The TTP] focuses on the national development strategy. Starting from 2008, it will take 5-10 years to focus on national key innovation projects, key disciplines and key laboratories, central enterprises and state-owned commercial financial institutions, and high-tech industries. Various types of parks, mainly in the development zone, have introduced and focused on supporting 2,000 overseas high-level talents to return to China for innovation and entrepreneurship. 64

The TWCSG also develops strategic plans, conducts policy research, and coordinates 18 participating government agencies, CPC affiliated entities, and academic entities. These 18 entities and agencies include: 65

- CPC Central Committee Organization Department
- Chinese Academy of Sciences (“CAS”)
- Chinese Academy of Engineering (“CAE”)
- National Natural Science Foundation (“NSFC”)
- China Association for Science and Technology (“CAST”)
- Ministry of Education (“MOE”)
- Ministry of Science and Technology (“MOST”)
- Foreign Experts Bureau 66
- Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (“MIIT”)
- National Development and Reform Commission
- Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security (“MHRSS”)
- State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (“SASAC”)
- People’s Bank of China
- Ministry of Finance
- United Work Front Department
- Communist Youth League of China (“CYLC”)
- Ministry of Foreign Affairs

---
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• Ministry of Public Security

The participating agencies and entities each fulfill an important role in the process for targeting, recruiting, financing, and absorption of TTP members’ scientific research and technology as well as identifying China’s scientific, technological, and industrial needs.\(^{67}\) The Special Office collects information from these agencies, decides China’s priority technical areas, and approves the TTP finalists.\(^{68}\)

ii. Application Process

Applicants work through a three-phase application process to be admitted into the TTP.\(^{69}\) First, the applicant’s future Chinese employer submits an application to one of the platforms discussed below.\(^{70}\) At this stage, the applicant must provide documents detailing his or her credentials and scientific achievements.\(^{71}\) In some cases, U.S.-based applicants have submitted significant amounts of sensitive information from their institutions to bolster their credentials.\(^{72}\) Second, the lead organization for the platform evaluates the application and makes a recommendation.\(^{73}\) Third, the Thousand Talent’s Special Office, in conjunction with the Overseas High-Level Talent Introduction Small Group, makes an application decision.\(^{74}\) All TTP applications for the national-level plans, however, “are ultimately reviewed by the Communist Party’s Organization Department, which decides whether or not to officially recruit the foreign expert.”\(^{75}\)


\(^{68}\) *Id.*


\(^{71}\) *Id.*

\(^{72}\) *See Transcript of Detention Hearing at 18, United States of America v. You, et al (E.D. Tenn. April 24, 2019) (No. 2:19-CR-00014); Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 10 (Oct. 12, 2018) (Dr. Long Yu, a Chinese citizen stole “materials included design information for the F-22 and JSF-35 military jet engines. Dr. Long later admitted he had taken this information to China in support of his Chinese Talent Plan position at a Chinese government laboratory.”).*

\(^{73}\) *General Procedure for Reporting Thousands of People, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN, http://www.1000plan.org.cn/qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd.*

\(^{74}\) *Id.*

\(^{75}\) *Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 10 (Oct. 12, 2018).*
iii. Implementation

The Chinese government relies on four major platforms for implementing the TTP.76 These four platforms provide the systematic guidance and structure to recruit overseas experts for Chinese universities, research labs, business development parks, and other state-owned enterprises, all with the aim of modernizing China’s indigenous innovation capabilities.77

1) **National Key Innovation Projects Platform.** The National Key Innovation Projects Platform recruits overseas high-level S&T talent as defined and required under the MLP.78

2) **Key Disciplines and Key Laboratories Platform.** The Key Disciplines and Key Laboratories Platform recruits overseas high-level talent for China’s domestic education system, including universities.79 The Chinese government intended this platform to increase its research capabilities, serve as an “important base for training innovative talents and developing scientific research,” and occupy the “backbone and leading position within the higher education disciplines system.”80

3) **Central Enterprises and State-Owned Commercial and Financial Organizations Platform.** The Central Enterprises and State-Owned Commercial and Financial Organizations Platform aims to attract overseas high-level talent for state-owned financial institutions.81

4) **Parks or Zones Based at High-Tech Industrial Development Zones Platform.** The Parks or Zones Based at High-Tech Industrial Development Zones platform aims to attract overseas high-level talents to return and create or operate businesses in China’s business development parks.82

---
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These four programs assist China in accomplishing its national S&T goals by strengthening research in fundamental and cutting-edge technologies and drastically improving the quality of Chinese universities and research laboratories.

iv. **Chinese Talent Recruitment Contracts Violate U.S. Standards on Research Integrity**

After selection, TTP members sign contracts or “letter of intent to work” agreements with Chinese institutions. The Subcommittee obtained several of these contracts and one of the Chinese government’s template contracts. The contracts include provisions that violate U.S. standards of research integrity, place TTP members in compromising legal and ethical positions, and undermine fundamental U.S. scientific norms of transparency, reciprocity, and integrity. The FBI has concluded that TTP members are “usually contractually obligated to essentially use the knowledge they have obtained from their foreign employers to successfully fulfill the terms of their contract.” U.S. institutions and U.S. grant-making agencies must be fully aware of such contractual obligations as they could limit the ability to protect and retain intellectual capital here in the United States.

China’s State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs (“SAFEA”) created a template contract on which TTP contracts reviewed by the Subcommittee are based. In addition to basic information such as salary and benefits, the template includes intellectual property ownership provisions and non-disclosure clauses related to research and intellectual property developed in China, underscoring the Chinese government’s focus on technology acquisition. The template also encourages entities in China that employ TTP members to incorporate additional non-disclosure requirements and intellectual property agreements.

Provisions in some TTP contracts control ownership of intellectual property created during the performance of the contract, including intellectual property created in the United States, at U.S. institutions, and with U.S. funds. Though provisions among the reviewed contracts varied, every contract contained clauses that gave Chinese institutions at least some rights in any intellectual property created by the TTP member in the United States. For example, one contract states, “The intellectual property rights obtained by [the TTP member] during the work of [the Chinese institution], including copyright, patent rights, trademark rights, etc., are owned by the [Chinese institution].” The contract permits some sharing of the intellectual property, but only with the TTP member: “According to the definition of

---
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88 Documents on file with the Subcommittee (Sept. 10, 2019).
intellectual property rights between the two parties, [the talent recruitment plan member] has certain sharing rights within the defined scope.”\textsuperscript{89} The contract did not mention the rights of the U.S. institution. This contract also requires that the TTP member will “apply for more than 2 invention patents” during the course of the grant and also included non-disclosure and confidentiality provisions.\textsuperscript{90}

Another contract references the possibility that the U.S. institution where the TTP member works could retain some ownership of any intellectual property created during the grant, yet that ownership would be “joint” with the Chinese institution. The U.S. institutions, however, are not parties to the TTP contracts. This particular contract provides:

Should Chinese scientists contribute to your discoveries in China, as we anticipate, [the U.S. institution] and our institutions will jointly own, protect, and manage the commercialization of these jointly-made discoveries.\textsuperscript{91}

That same contract also states that, “In any publication describing research that was primarily conducted in China, you will list our institution as your primary, and [the U.S. institution] as your secondary, site of academic appointment.”\textsuperscript{92}

The scope of work described in TTP contracts also raises concerns. In many cases, the contracts detail specific expectations regarding research the TTP member will perform or the business he or she will develop in China.\textsuperscript{93} This research could resemble or replicate the work the TTP applicant performs or has performed for his or her U.S.-based employer. For example, one contract stated, “We recognize that your research in China will relate closely to your ongoing work at the [U.S. institution], and that it may be difficult to avoid comingling the results of your work.”\textsuperscript{94} In other cases, the Chinese institution has asked the TTP member to continue operating labs in China characterized as “shadow labs.”\textsuperscript{95} Another letter agreement between a TTP member and Chinese institution stated, “We anticipate that you will make several trips to China each year during the term of your engagement, but will perform much of your work remotely. [ ] When you are not in China, your laboratory here will be overseen by [REDACTED].”\textsuperscript{96}

Some contracts explicitly require TTP members to train or recruit additional students to work for them in the United States. This recruitment model enables
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\textsuperscript{96} PorCTP-0000627; PorCTP-0001128. See also Kelvin K. Droegemeier, Director, Letter to the United States Research Community, OFF. SCIENCE AND TECH. POLICY (Sept. 16, 2019).
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Chinese officials to place additional talent recruitment plan members under the supervision of current members already in the United States. As the recruits develop expertise and access, they are more desirable as TTP members and this encourages rapid program growth. For example, one contract’s recruitment clause required the talent recruitment plan member to build and train a team of 8 to 10 post-doctoral students.\textsuperscript{97} Another contract provides more detail, stating the Chinese institution will provide the TTP member with a list of doctoral and graduate students from which the TTP member should recruit 1 to 2 post-doctoral students each year.\textsuperscript{98}

One federal agency provided the Subcommittee with a case study detailing how TTP recruitment can also serve as a way to circumvent export controls.\textsuperscript{99} A professor at a U.S. university specialized in a critical, dual-use science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (“STEM”) field.\textsuperscript{100} He received numerous U.S. government research grants and was also a member of several Chinese talent recruitment plans.\textsuperscript{101} The professor also directed a China-based laboratory performing applied military research and development.\textsuperscript{102} Instead of traveling to China for this work, the professor sponsored visiting students from the Chinese laboratory to study under him in the United States.\textsuperscript{103} “This technique, commonly seen throughout the United States with talent recruitment plan selectees, allowed the professor to pass dual-use research, and potentially export-controlled research, to China via the visiting students and scholars without having to physically leave the United States.”\textsuperscript{104} In this case, many of the visiting students were “directly affiliated with research and development organizations involved in China’s military modernization efforts.”\textsuperscript{105}

The contracts also place TTP members in compromising legal and ethical positions. Some contract provisions reflect an intent to keep the TTP members’ work in China secret. For example, one contract said “Party A and B shall keep the contents of the contract confidential. Neither party may disclose it to unrelated parties without consent from the other party.”\textsuperscript{106} Several contracts noted that the TTP member could not cancel their contracts unless their Chinese employer consented, providing Chinese officials with significant leverage over the TTP
Given these obligations, U.S. institutions should be aware that TTP members may not voluntarily disclose their other affiliations or external funding during routine requests for disclosures.

Though TTP members were known to be working for U.S. institutions, some contracts state that the member cannot “take on any substantive part-time work in other organizations or institutions” or “conduct any part-time job assigned by any other party.” Yet another contract explicitly recognizes the TTP member’s employment outside China, but requires he or she to work nine months of the year for their Chinese employer, raising potential conflicts of commitment. The same contract also requires the member to resign from his or her U.S. position within four years of the start of the TTP contract.

B. Congressional Testimony on Chinese Talent Recruitment Plans

Recent hearings in the Senate and the House have highlighted Chinese efforts to use the TTP and other talent recruitment plans to leverage U.S. research spending for their own goals. In July 2019, FBI Director Christopher Wray expressed concern over the “abuse” of Chinese talent recruitment plans such as the TTP at a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing. Director Wray stated:

The Chinese government and the Chinese Communist Party have a number of so-called talent plans so you hear about the thousand talent plans and there is nothing inherently unlawful about the talent plans themselves. However we have seen through lots of investigations of abuse of those talent plans and essentially we have situations where it has created a pipeline in some cases at major universities especially at the graduate level more so than at the undergraduate level of key intellectual properties sometimes that has dual use potential flowing back to China for the advancement of its various strategic plans and the irony is that the U.S. is essentially funding that economic resurgence through various money that it provides through grants, etc.

He also warned of the potential implications that may arise through the TTP:
So I think we do have to be a little bit careful that we don’t find ourselves in a situation where essentially U.S. taxpayer money has been misappropriated for the advancement of China’s achievements of economic dominance over us. There are a lot of cases where those plans become violations of U.S. law or at the very least violate non-competes and things like that that might exist and I think universities need to be more and more aware of who it is they are inviting over and what safeguards they can put in place.\textsuperscript{113}

At a December 2018 Senate Judiciary Committee hearing, Bill Priestap, the former Assistant Director of the FBI’s Counterintelligence Division, stated that China’s talent recruitment plans are effectively “brain gain programs” that “encourage theft of intellectual property from U.S. institutions.”\textsuperscript{114} Priestap continued, “For example, China’s talent recruitment plans, such as the Thousand Talents Program, offer competitive salaries, state-of-the-art research facilities, and honorific titles, luring both Chinese overseas talent and foreign experts alike to bring their knowledge and experience to China, even if that means stealing proprietary information or violating export controls to do so.”\textsuperscript{115}

In April 2018, the House Science, Space, and Technology Committee’s Subcommittee on Research and Technology and Subcommittee on Oversight held a joint hearing titled “Foreign Plots Targeting Research and Development.” Michael Wessel, Commissioner of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, emphasized key threats posed by talent recruitment plans such as the TTP. Commissioner Wessel referenced a 2011 FBI report that stated:

Chinese talent programs pose a serious threat to U.S. businesses and universities through economic espionage and theft of intellectual property. The different programs focus on specific fields deemed critical to China, to boost China’s national capability in [science and technology] fields. These subject matter experts often are not required to sign non-disclosure agreements with U.S. entities, which could result in loss of unprotected information. ... One of the greatest threats toward these experts is transferring or transporting proprietary, classified, or export
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controlled information, or intellectual property, which can lead to criminal charges.116

In a July 2018 House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence hearing titled, “China’s Threat to U.S. Research/Innovation Leadership,” Michael Brown, a Presidential Innovation Fellow who focuses on Chinese S&T policy issues, explained how the Chinese government engages in technology transfers through talent recruitment plans. According to Brown, China has been able to conduct technology transfers by “sponsoring professional organizations to target talent and using Chinese students by placing them in sensitive areas of U.S. research.”117

C. China Deletes References to the Thousand Talents Plan

Following public testimony and other U.S. government scrutiny, some Chinese government websites deleted online references to the Thousand Talents Plan, according to several U.S. and foreign media reports even though the talent recruitment plans continue. Some Chinese universities also stopped promoting the program, and the official TTP site removed a post containing a list of the names of participating scientists.118 According to one U.S.-based news outlet, China’s self-censorship followed the August 2018 high-profile arrest of a TTP member who worked for General Electric and was alleged to have stolen technology secrets from the company.119

One Chinese language news outlet reported that Chinese authorities had ordered media outlets to suspend reporting on the TTP.120 That report continued:

An official document, with signatures of the Thousand Talents Plan’s Youth Program Review Team and the seal of the Representative of the National Natural Science Foundation of China, has been circulated online recently. The document shows the team has listed precautionary measures, asking that for the sake of ensuring the safety of overseas
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talents, all work units should use phones or fax instead of emails when sending interview notifications, and that notices should be sent as invitations to attend academic conferences or forums in China.\textsuperscript{121}

In the most specific decree from the Chinese government on limiting references to the TTP, “[t]he official document clearly requests that the phrase ‘Thousand Talents Plan’ should not appear in written circulars/notifications.”\textsuperscript{122} And, finally, according to one news outlet, one TTP member “was asked to delete anything related to the Thousand Talents Plan from [his or her] homepage.”\textsuperscript{123}

The Subcommittee examined Chinese websites that previously provided information on talent recruitment plans that were no longer available. For example, Northwestern Polytechnical University, a prominent Chinese university focusing on STEM, scrubbed references to talent recruitment plans from its English-version online job application.\textsuperscript{124} In mid-2018, the website highlighted two different talent recruitment plans, as shown below.\textsuperscript{125}
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In 2019, the university then changed the website and deleted both references to its talent recruitment plans, as shown here.\textsuperscript{126}

D. After Implementation of Talent Recruitment Plans, More Chinese Students, Researchers, and Scientists are Returning to China

China’s talent recruitment plans designed to repatriate Chinese students and professionals abroad are succeeding as more Chinese students are returning to China. Chinese government reports and data show the number of Chinese students returning from working or studying abroad has increased significantly over the past decade.\textsuperscript{127} In 2018, 662,100 students went abroad and 480,900 returned—a 78 percent return rate that China boasted on its government website.\textsuperscript{128} This was a marked increase from the 30.6 percent return rate recorded in 2007 and the approximate 5 percent return rate in 1987.\textsuperscript{129} China’s Ministry of Education (“MOE”) data, as shown below, highlights the growth of Chinese students studying abroad and the increase in these students returning.\textsuperscript{130}

\begin{figure}
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\caption{More Chinese Students Returning to China\textsuperscript{131}}
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The MOE has publicly touted China’s success in increasing the return rate of Chinese students. On April 4, 2018, the MOE issued an English language press release stating, “The momentum in the number of Chinese students studying abroad and returning from overseas studies continued last year.”131 It continued, “An overview of statistics on Chinese students studying abroad between 1978 and 2017 reveals that the number of students returning from overseas studies, especially high-caliber graduates, has been growing steadily.”132 A year later, the MOE relayed on March 28, 2019 to Chinese media that:

Nearly 5.86 million Chinese studied overseas from 1978 to the end of 2018. ... Among them, over 1.53 million are still in the process of studying and conducting research overseas, over 4.32 million have already completed their studies, and more than 3.65 million chose to pursue a job in China after completing their studies overseas.133

132 Id.
IV. EFFORTS TO SECURE U.S. RESEARCH

Openness, transparency, reciprocity, integrity, and merit-based competition define U.S. success in S&T development. The collaborative openness of the U.S. research enterprise attracts investment, researchers, and students, promotes a free exchange of ideas, and ensures the distribution of timely and relevant research. International collaboration is also a hallmark of the U.S. research enterprise. Foreign researchers collaborate with U.S.-based researchers, conduct research at U.S. universities and government facilities, and receive U.S. government funding. The U.S. S&T base has benefited greatly from such international collaboration.

Scientific research and development falls into two categories: “fundamental,” or “basic” research, and applied research. Fundamental research is “systematic study directed toward greater knowledge or understanding of the fundamental aspects of phenomena and of observable facts without specific applications towards processes or products in mind.” Fundamental research lends itself to international collaboration and relies on the broad sharing of research results with the scientific community so as to confirm research findings and create intellectual capital. Applied research, on the other hand, uses this intellectual capital to
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135 See NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCIENCE AND SECURITY IN A POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY COMMUNITIES (2007). See also L. Rafael Reif, How to Maintain America’s Edge, FOREIGN POLICY (May/June 2017), https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2017-03-23/how-maintain-america-s-edge (“U.S. universities have long been a magnet for the world’s most brilliant people, as both students and faculty.”)

136 See NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCI. AND SECURITY IN A POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY COMMUNITIES (2007). See also About the Office of International Science & Engineering (OISE), NAT'L SCI. FOUND., https://www.nsf.gov/od/oise/about.jsp (the US “collaborates internationally to advance the U.S. economy, enhance our nation’s security; give the U.S. the competitive edge to remain a global leader; and advance knowledge and global understanding”).

137 See NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCI. AND SECURITY IN A POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY COMMUNITIES (2007). See also Désirée Schauz, What is Basic Research? Insights from Historical Semantics, 52 MINERVA 273, 318-19 (2014) (detailing the development of “basic research” as a concept so federal funding could be secured for research that does not produce immediate commercial benefit).


139 See VANNEVAR BUSH, SCI.: THE ENDLESS FRONTIER, 21 (1945) (explaining that the “international exchange of scientific information is of growing importance … the Government should take an active role in promoting the international flow if scientific information”) (emphasis in original).
solve specific problems or to develop a particular scientific application. As its purpose is clear, it is easier to judge the commercial value or national security implications of technology that comes out of applied research than from basic research. The federal government’s regulatory framework reflects a compromise of balancing national security and the openness of research. This compromise has allowed basic science to flourish, largely uninhibited, while placing additional scrutiny on applied research for national security reasons.

This section provides an overview of the NSF, NIH, and DOE and the roles these agencies play with respect to oversight of scientific research and development. The Subcommittee found that Chinese talent recruitment plan members misappropriated U.S. government funding, provided early basic research ideas to their Chinese employers, stole intellectual capital from U.S. basic research before it was published, and engaged in intellectual property theft. Next, this section details the FBI’s failure to effectively warn the U.S. academic community of the threat of Chinese talent recruitment plans, Commerce’s issuance of export licenses of sensitive technologies to Chinese talent recruitment plan members and other concerning Chinese entities, and the State Department’s limitations on denying visas to applicants who may be part of China’s efforts to acquire intellectual capital and property.
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142 Nat’l Res. Council, Sci. and Security in a Post 9/11 World: A Rep. Based on Regional Discussions Between the Sci. and Security Communities, 80 (2007) (“the cost of one potential leak ... must be balanced against the national competitiveness and economic benefits gained from encouraging foreign students and scholars to come to American universities and perform fundamental research with minimal restrictions”).
A. THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

The National Science Foundation (“NSF”) is an independent federal agency established by Congress in 1950.\textsuperscript{143} The NSF’s mission is “to promote the progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; and to secure the national defense.”\textsuperscript{144} The NSF funds basic research that forms a foundational knowledge base that helps drive the U.S. economy, advances national security, and sustains global leadership.\textsuperscript{145} While the NSF’s funding of fundamental research is nearly always unclassified, the research can have unforeseen future applications in sensitive areas such as artificial intelligence or chemical and nuclear weapons development.

The NSF annually provides about 27 percent of all federal funds devoted to basic scientific research at U.S. research institutions.\textsuperscript{146} This money funds about 12,000 new awards each year, mostly in the form of limited-term grants with an average duration of three years.\textsuperscript{147} A small portion of funding goes to equipment and facilities that would be too expensive for any one researcher or organization to fund, such as U.S. Antarctic research sites.\textsuperscript{148} Most awards, however, go to individuals and small groups of principal investigators through institutions for specific research proposals judged using “a rigorous and objective merit review system.”\textsuperscript{149}

Though the NSF requires disclosures from grant applicants, the agency does not have effective policies and procedures in place to prevent foreign talent recruitment plan members from misappropriating U.S.-funded research. Recently, the NSF implemented a new policy in July 2019 prohibiting employees from participating in foreign talent recruitment plans. The policy, however, does not apply to NSF-funded researchers despite the fact that they are most likely to be members of foreign talent recruitment plans. The NSF also does not vet grantees before awarding them funding. The NSF has no dedicated staff to ensure compliance with NSF grant terms. Instead, the NSF relies on sponsoring institutions to vet and conduct due diligence on potential grantees. It relies on the NSF inspector general to also conduct grant oversight.

\textsuperscript{143} At a Glance, NAT’L SCI. FOUND., https://www.nsf.gov/about/glance.jsp.
\textsuperscript{146} Id.
\textsuperscript{147} Id.
\textsuperscript{148} Id.
\textsuperscript{149} Id.
1. Fundamental Research

Fundamental research is comprised of basic science and engineering results that are “published and shared broadly within the scientific community.” Fundamental research is often considered the bedrock of scientific success and innovation and requires a research environment that is conducive to creativity and the free exchange of ideas. Though the participation of international researchers in this type of research is crucial, America’s “leadership position in science and technology is an essential element in our economic and physical security.” Accordingly, the U.S. government may restrict some research for “proprietary or national security reasons.”

Concerns about the balance of national security risks and collaborative university environments began in the early 1980s. In 1981, five presidents from prominent American research universities sent a letter to the Secretaries of State, Defense, and Commerce raising concerns about a Defense Department policy that sought to restrict participation by foreign students in, and dissemination of information on, a sensitive research program. In response, the National Academy of Sciences (“NAS”)—a private, nonprofit, self-governing membership corporation for the furtherance of science and technology for the general welfare—convened a panel to “examine the various aspects of the application of controls to scientific communication and to suggest how to balance competing national objectives so as to best serve the general welfare.” The resulting study sought to preclude—as a matter of policy—the imposition of special restrictions on the bulk of university research.

151 Id.
152 Id.
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156 NAT’L ACAD. OF SCI., SCI. COMM. AND NAT’L SECURITY, ii (1982). Additionally, the NAS “shall, whenever called upon by any department of the Government, investigate, examine, experiment, and report upon any subject of science or art…” An Act to Incorporate the National Academy of Sciences, Ch. 111, 12 Stat. 806 § 3 (1863).
157 NAT’L ACAD. OF SCI., SCI. COMM. AND NAT’L SECURITY, 24-25 (1982) (describing the usual means and importance of scientific communication). The study, prepared with support from the Defense Department, was the first major study of the conflict between national security goals and open academic and research communication. See also NAT’L SCI. BOARD, REP. OF THE COMMITTEE ON OPENNESS OF SCI. COMM. (1988) (describing the need and requirements for open communications in science).
As a result of the NAS study, President Reagan issued National Security Decision Directive 189 (“NSDD-189”) in 1985, which to this day ensures the openness of fundamental research by exempting unclassified information from control or access limitations.159 NSDD-189 defines fundamental research and the desire to keep fundamental research unrestricted.160 In reaffirming NSDD-189's foundations, the NSF emphasized that “the United States' commitment to freedom of inquiry, innovation, and the marketplace of ideas has helped the U.S. grow, attract, and retain our world-class science and engineering workforce.”161

NSDD-189 includes some limitations on the use and transfer of even unclassified foundational research. For example, NSDD-189 specified “where the national security requires control, the mechanism for control of information generated during federally funded fundamental research in science, technology and engineering at colleges, universities and laboratories is classification.”162 Finally, NSDD-189 suggests that the U.S. government should periodically review “all research grants, contracts, or cooperative agreements for potential classification.”163

2. The NSF Grant Process

The Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (“PAPPG”) outlines the merit review system and provides guidance on the preparation and submission of grant proposals to the NSF.164 The merit review system contains three phases: (1) proposal preparations and submission; (2) proposal review and processing; and (3) award processing—each containing additional discrete tasks.165

Phase I: Proposal Preparation and Submission. The NSF publishes information about funding opportunities through various sources including: Find Funding, a tool on the NSF website; National Science Foundation Update, an email newsletter; and grants.gov.166 Next, the individual or organization seeking funding

160 Id. at 1.
163 Id.
must develop and submit a grant proposal. Once the proposal is submitted to the NSF, it is routed to the appropriate NSF Program Officer for review.

**Phase II: Proposal Review and Processing.** NSF program officers then conduct a preliminary review of the proposal to ensure conformance with the PAPPG guidelines. If the proposal conforms to PAPPG guidelines, the NSF program officer will “identify at least three external experts to review the proposal.” The external peer reviewers evaluate the proposal on two criteria: Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts. NSF program officers are responsible for ensuring that no disqualifying conflicts of interest exist among the reviewers. The NSF program officer considers several additional factors “in developing a portfolio of funded projects.” After the review is completed, the NSF program officer makes a funding recommendation decision to the division director. Final approval for the proposal occurs at the division level.

**Phase III: Award Processing.** An NSF grants and agreements officer reviews the recommendation made by the program officer and division director for business, financial, and policy implications, and then processes and issues a grant agreement. The grants and agreements officer then transmits the acceptance notification and grant agreement to the applicant.

### 3. Foreign Support and Affiliation Disclosure

Since 1978, the PAPPG requires applicants to make two disclosures that relate to foreign support and affiliations. First, PAPPG guidelines require the disclosure of “all current and pending support for ongoing projects and proposals,” including the proposed project. Current project support that must be disclosed includes that from “[f]ederal, state, local, foreign, public or private foundations,
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industrial or other commercial organizations, or internal funds allocated toward specific projects.”

Second, all senior personnel involved in the project must disclose Collaborators and Other Affiliations (“COA”). Senior personnel includes any principal investigator or project director who is “designated by the proposer, and approved by NSF, who will be responsible for the scientific or technical direction of the project.” Senior personnel also includes any individual participating in the project considered to be a faculty member by the performing institution or who holds an appointment as a faculty member at another institution. The NSF’s definition of senior personnel does not include postdoctoral positions, graduate or undergraduate students working on the project. As such, NSF’s COA process does not cover a large number of individuals who may be involved with foreign talent recruitment plans.

The COA submission template contains five tables that each cover a particular area of disclosure. Table One requires the applicant to disclose all organizational affiliations within the last 12 months. The NSF makes clear that “foreign” individuals, “regardless of whether an individual is located outside the [United States],” must complete the COA template to declare their affiliations. The NSF, however, does not define organizational affiliations.

The four remaining tables request information meant to assist NSF program officers in screening peer reviewers for conflicts. Applicants must disclose personal, family, and business relationships; names and organizational affiliations for the applicant’s Ph.D. advisor and any Ph.D. advisees; names and affiliations of any co-authors or co-collaborators in the last 48 months; and any editorial boards, editors-in-chief, or co-editors the individual interacted with over the last 24 months.

---
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4. The NSF is Unprepared to Stop Foreign Talent Recruitment Plan Members From Misappropriating U.S.-Funded Research

Though the NSF requires a wide array of disclosures from grant applicants, the agency does not have effective policies and procedures in place to prevent foreign talent recruitment plan members from misappropriating U.S.-funded research. While the NSF recently implemented a new policy prohibiting NSF employees from participating in foreign talent recruitment plans, that policy does not extend to the principal investigators or researchers actually performing NSF-funded grant work.

Furthermore, an overall lack of vetting, internal controls, compliance infrastructure, and fraud detection abilities puts NSF’s grant programs and funding at risk of being exploited or misappropriated by foreign talent recruitment plan members. The NSF relies on institutions and sponsors to conduct their own vetting and due diligence as it does not have a compliance office. NSF also lacks a uniform grant application despite receiving more than 50,000 grant applications annually in an unsearchable PDF format.191 This effectively precludes a systematic review of potential foreign conflicts of interest and commitment, complicating NSF’s ability to provide oversight and ensure compliance with grant terms and federal regulations. Though NSF plans to standardize the form and make future grant applications searchable in 2021, NSF officials admitted that they would still primarily rely on institutions to conduct vetting and due diligence.192

i. The NSF’s Policy on Foreign Talent Recruitment Plans Does Not Apply to Researchers or Principal Investigators

The NSF released a policy in July 2019 regarding “Foreign Government Talent Recruitment Programs,” which applies only to NSF employees. The policy does not apply to the more than 40,000 principal or co-principal investigators, senior researchers, scientists, mathematicians, engineers, and educators who work on NSF-funded projects.193 The policy states that NSF personnel “are not permitted to participate in foreign government talent recruitment programs.”194 The policy further states that “[p]ublic service is a public trust, requiring NSF personnel and [Intergovernmental Personnel Act assignees] to place loyalty to the Constitution, the laws, and ethical principles above private gain. NSF personnel and IPAs shall

192 KEISER INTERVIEW (Aug. 19, 2019).
not hold financial interests that conflict with the conscientious performance of duty.”

The policy does not apply to a large part of the scientific community, including researchers or principal investigators conducting working at universities and other research institutions around the country. Rebecca Keiser, NSF’s Director of the Office of International Science and Engineering, told the Subcommittee that the NSF did not believe it had the capacity to apply the policy to individuals who are not NSF employees. Additionally, she stated that she believed there would be “significant backlash from the community” if the policy was applied more broadly as, at this time, “it’s hard to be clear enough about what the threat actually is.” Keiser stated that the NSF planned to revisit the policy after more communication with law enforcement and after the NSF’s outside study of this threat was completed by the end of 2019.

The NSF also issued a “Dear Colleague Letter” on “Research Protection” in conjunction with the new policy. NSF Director France Córdova provided additional commentary on the policy change:

“We are issuing a policy making it clear that NSF personnel and IPAs detailed to NSF cannot participate in foreign government talent recruitment programs. There is a risk that participation in foreign government talent recruitment programs by NSF personnel and IPAs will compromise the ethical principles that bind us. Moreover, such participation poses significant risks of inappropriate foreign influence on NSF policies, programs, and priorities, including the integrity of NSF’s merit review process—risks we simply cannot accept.”

Córdova’s letter also detailed other NSF efforts meant to confront the challenge. The NSF is proposing an electronic format for filing grant proposals, including the grant applicant’s background materials and has hired an independent scientific advisory group to further study grant security.
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Existing Conflict of Interest and Commitment Reporting to the NSF Does Not Adequately Capture All Researcher Activities

Existing conflict of interest and conflict of commitment reporting requirements do not adequately capture all principal investigator or researcher activities. As a result, the NSF has proposed clarifying disclosure provisions concerning “Current and Pending Support” to include in-kind support and activities outside a principal investigator’s institutional appointment, such as consulting work during the summer months. One research advocacy group asserts that the research community’s common understanding, however, of existing “Current and Pending Support” reporting requirements is limited to reporting details that relate to principal investigators’ involvement in projects within the scope of their institutional appointment in the United States.

Many researchers and principal investigators working at U.S. universities are on nine-month contracts, with three months free in the summer months. Prior to the new PAPPG proposal, it was unlikely that U.S. institutions disclosed information on what its principal investigators did during the summer months. The disclosure requirement, therefore, may not have been effectively capturing potential conflicts related to activities outside a principal investigator’s institutional appointment.
Keiser told the Subcommittee that the NSF views these PAPPG proposals as a clarification to help the community understand the disclosure obligations. The research community, however, views these as significant changes to current reporting requirements that will add to institutional and investigator burdens. The Council of Government Relations, responding to the NSF’s proposed changes, wrote, “[W]e urge NSF to consider the consequential impact to institutions this change in practice will create and work with the community to minimize the additional burden.”

iii. The NSF Does Not have a Compliance Staff and Relies on Applicants or Sponsoring Institutions to Conduct Due Diligence

According to interviews with NSF staff, the NSF relies on applicants and sponsoring institutions to conduct the vetting and due diligence for potential grant recipients. The NSF does not have employees dedicated to vetting grant applicants or to ensure compliance with the terms of the grant. Instead, Keiser told the Subcommittee that the NSF relies on the sponsoring entity, typically a university or hospital, to conduct the due diligence of the principal investigator as that investigator is nearly always an employee of that institution. The institutions themselves also have an interest in ensuring that the principal investigator is complying with the terms of the grant as the NSF could potentially disbar an institution from receiving NSF funding because of violations.

iv. The NSF Relies on its Inspector General to Identify Grant Fraud

Since the NSF does not have a compliance staff, the agency relies on its Inspector General (“NSF IG”) to identify instances of potential grant fraud, conflicts of commitment, and conflicts of interest. The NSF IG told the Subcommittee that investigating foreign talent recruitment plans, including the TTP, resulted in a 20 percent increase in the office’s per-agent caseload. TTP investigations alone now amount to approximately 25 percent of the NSF IG’s Office of Investigations’ overall workload. The NSF IG indicated that as “universities become more familiar with
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the challenges posed by faculty affiliations with [the TTP], that percentage could increase.”216

The NSF IG told the Subcommittee that that there are some unique challenges it faces when investigating cases involving talent recruitment plans. These investigations require significant expenditures in addition to those incurred with other civil, criminal, and administrative investigations.217 As another department’s inspector general’s office noted to the Subcommittee, relying on the inspector general is not an adequate substitute for maintaining an effective internal compliance program.218

5. Talent Recruitment Plan Members Misappropriated NSF Research

According to public and non-public information obtained by the Subcommittee, TTP members have misappropriated NSF research grants. The Subcommittee identified public cases that resulted in prosecutions of talent recruitment plan members involved in NSF grants or with NSF grantees. These cases involved the TTP and other related talent recruitment plans.

Public Case Examples. First, Percival Zhang, a biological systems engineering professor at Virginia Polytechnical Institutes and State University (“Virginia Tech”), founded Cell-Free Bioinnovations, Inc. (“CFB”), a private research firm located in Blacksburg, Virginia.219 CFB relied exclusively on federal grants, including funds from the NSF, “for funding its research activities.”220 Zhang had begun working as a paid researcher for the Tianjin Institute of Industrial Biotechnology, Chinese Academy of Sciences by, at least, 2014.221 In 2015, Zhang submitted fraudulent grant proposals to the NSF.222 “Evidence presented at trial indicated grant funds obtained would be used for research Zhang knew had already been done in China.”223 “Zhang intended to use the grant funds for other CFB projects rather than for the projects for which the funds were requested.”224 In an
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effort to obstruct the investigation into his activities, Zhang submitted falsified timesheets to government investigators.\textsuperscript{225}

In the second case, Feng “Franklin” Tao “signed a five-year contract with Fuzhou University in China that designated him as a Changjiang Scholar Distinguished Professor.”\textsuperscript{226} The contract required him to be a full time employee of the Chinese university.\textsuperscript{227} “While Tao was under contract with Fuzhou University, he was conducting research at Kansas University funded through two Energy contracts and four NSF contracts.”\textsuperscript{228} Tao is alleged to have “defrauded the US government by unlawfully receiving federal grant money at the same time that he was employed and paid by a Chinese research university—a fact that he hid from his university and federal agencies.”\textsuperscript{229}

Third, “beginning in 2010, and while employed at NOAA, Chunzai Wang entered into contractual agreements to work under China’s Changjiang Scholars Program, the TTP, and was also involved in China’s 973 Program which mobilizes scientific talents to strengthen basic research in line with national strategic targets of the People’s Republic of China.”\textsuperscript{230} “Wang knowingly and willfully received a salary for his services as an employee of NOAA/AOML, from the People’s Republic of China.”\textsuperscript{231} Wang was also listed as an investigator on at least one NSF-funded project.\textsuperscript{232}

\textsuperscript{225} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{227} \textit{Id.}
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\textsuperscript{232} \textit{Award Abstract #1041145; Collaborative Research: The Southern Subtropical Anticyclones, NAT’L SCI. FOUND.}, https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1041145&HistoricalAwards=false.
B. THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

The National Institutes of Health ("NIH"), part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS"), is the world’s largest biomedical research agency.\(^{233}\) NIH’s mission “is to seek fundamental knowledge about the nature and behavior of living systems and the application of that knowledge to enhance health, lengthen life, and reduce illness and disability.”\(^{234}\) NIH invests over $39 billion annually in medical research and distributes 80 percent of this money through about 50,000 grants to more than 300,000 grantees or principal investigators at universities, medical schools, and research institutions in every U.S. state and around the world.\(^{235}\)

NIH has attempted to address the threats presented by foreign talent recruitment plans like the TTP, but significant gaps in grant integrity efforts remain unaddressed. These gaps have made it difficult for NIH to engage in proactive efforts to prevent foreign exploitation of U.S.-funded research. Instead, NIH is now conducting investigations based on a review of behavior that has already occurred, identifying the loss of intellectual property and intellectual capital to China. NIH acknowledged that at least 75 individuals potentially linked to foreign talent recruitment plans also served as peer reviewers within the last two years.\(^{236}\) NIH guidelines for vetting peer reviewers for potential participation in foreign talent recruitment plans do not require that potential researchers be vetted against any law enforcement database.\(^{237}\) Instead, NIH officials rely on “reviewing the first page of results from a Google search.”\(^{238}\) NIH also recently acknowledged the difficulty in fully preventing foreign governments from coopting U.S.-funded research. NIH’s Director of Extramural Research publicly stated that NIH does not
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“know the scale of the problem” and that it is “concerned that the scale is much worse than what [it is] seeing.”239

1. NIH Grant Process

NIH’s General Instructions outlines the grant application process.240 NIH advertises opportunities for grant funding through funding opportunity announcements (“FOAs”) on both the NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts and Grants.gov.241 All grant applications must be submitted in response to a FOA.242 The FOAs provide specific instructions that are used in conjunction with the general instructions.243 NIH has seven different groups of grant funding and each include a variety of individual grant programs identified by a specific activity code.244

Generally, NIH’s application process follows three steps: (1) application for grant funding; (2) application referral and review; and (3) pre-award and award process.245 The application phase begins after a researcher has identified an appropriate FOA.246 The FOA and the general instructions provide direction on the appropriate forms to complete for the chosen grant.247 The forms that need to be completed are specific to each type of grant and will be communicated in the FOA.248 They also contain links for unstructured responses to fields such as a cover page, a biographical sketch, current and pending support, and a project narrative.249

The Center for Scientific Review (“CSR”) reviews the application for completeness before assigning the application to a specific NIH Institute or Center


244 Types of Grant Programs, NAT’L INST. OF HEALTH, https://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/funding_program.htm.
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for possible funding.\textsuperscript{250} The CSR also assigns the application to a review committee with the expertise to evaluate the scientific merit of the application.\textsuperscript{251}

The grant application then undergoes two levels of peer review.\textsuperscript{252} The first level of review is conducted primarily by “non-federal scientists who have expertise in relevant scientific disciplines and current research areas.”\textsuperscript{253} The peer review process is intended “to ensure that applications for funding submitted to NIH are evaluated on the basis of a process that is fair equitable, timely, and conducted in a manner that strives to eliminate bias.”\textsuperscript{254} The second level of review is performed by Institute and Center Advisory Councils or Boards composed of “both scientific and public representatives chosen for their expertise, interest, or activity in matters related to health and disease.”\textsuperscript{255} Only applications recommended for approval at both stages of review may be considered for funding.\textsuperscript{256} Following the funding recommendation, NIH decides whether to grant an award and what level of funding to provide.\textsuperscript{257} The Notice of Award is the legal document used to notify the applicant that an award has been made.\textsuperscript{258} The notice includes all applicable terms of the grant and “contact information for the assigned program officer and grants management specialist.”\textsuperscript{259}

2. Disclosure of Foreign Support and Affiliations

Current law does not require NIH to “proactively ensure that investigators disclose all sources of research support, financial interests, and affiliations.”\textsuperscript{260} The compliance relationship between NIH and its grant recipients is predicated on trust—institutions are therefore responsible for soliciting and reviewing disclosures of significant financial interests from each investigator who is planning to participate in or is participating in NIH-funded research.\textsuperscript{261} Institutions are also responsible for reporting to NIH any significant financial interests that may constitute a financial conflict of interest (“FCOI”).\textsuperscript{262} An FCOI exists when an institution reasonably determines that an “investigator’s significant financial
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interest ... could directly and significantly affect the design, conduct, or reporting” of the research.²⁶³

Investigators are required to disclose any significant financial interests to the official at their institution who is responsible for such disclosures.²⁶⁴ “The institution then determines whether the investigator’s conflict is related to his or her institutional responsibilities and if so, whether the significant financial interest constitutes an FCOI.”²⁶⁵ Because an investigator’s research support, financial interests, and affiliations may constitute a significant financial interest, they must be disclosed to both the institution and NIH.²⁶⁶ The HHS IG produced the following graphic illustrating the responsibilities of the investigators, the institutions, and NIH for identifying and reporting FCOIs.²⁶⁷

3. NIH’s Division of Grants Compliance and Oversight

NIH’s Division of Grants Compliance and Oversight (“DGCO”) serves as the “focal point to advance external compliance with policy and legislative mandates

²⁶³ See 42 C.F.R. § 50.604(f).
²⁶⁴ See 42 C.F.R. § 50.604(e)(1).
²⁶⁶ Id.
²⁶⁷ Id. at 6.
and enhance compliance oversight by recipient institutions.”\textsuperscript{268} By accepting NIH-funding, recipients indicate acceptance of the associated terms and conditions, including compliance with applicable federal statutes, regulations, and policies.\textsuperscript{269} Though NIH expects grant recipients to properly administer sponsored activities and comply with relevant regulations and policies, DCGO conducts two types of routine site visits at recipient institutions to advance compliance and provide oversight:

- **Proactive Compliance Site Visits.** These site visits assess institutional understanding of federal policies and regulations, seek to minimize or eliminate areas of non-compliance, and nurture partnerships between NIH and its recipient institutions. These visits are not designed to address specific problems and are not considered audits or investigations.\textsuperscript{270}

- **Targeted Site Review.** These site reviews are an NIH initiative focusing specifically on compliance with FCOI regulations.\textsuperscript{271} The reviews are meant to determine if “(1) recipient institutions are fully and correctly implementing the FCOI regulation, and (2) reporting requirements are being met.”\textsuperscript{272}

4. **The HHS IG Identified Weaknesses in Tracking and Reporting Foreign Financial Conflicts of Interest**

In September 2019, the HHS IG released three reports focused on identifying and reporting financial conflicts of interest and foreign talent recruitment plans—including the TTP. The HHS IG identified vulnerabilities in all three reports. First, the HHS IG evaluated NIH’s reliance on the peer review process for evaluating grant applications.\textsuperscript{273} The HHS IG noted that because peer reviewers conduct “the initial review of research grants submitted to NIH, they have a unique opportunity to access confidential information in grant applications.”\textsuperscript{274} While NIH has taken some steps to address the threat from potential conflicts of interest with peer reviewers, significant problems remain with NIH’s overall visibility into potential conflicts. For example, HHS IG found that “NIH focuses on preventing undue influence generally, but does not specifically focus on undue foreign influence” like foreign talent recruitment plans.\textsuperscript{275}
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NIH also has identified 250 scientists as “individuals of possible concern,” of which roughly 30 percent served as a peer reviewer over the past two years. Additionally, NIH’s guidelines for the vetting of peer reviewers “do not advise vetting nominees against any type of law enforcement database. Instead, [the guidelines] suggest generally reviewing the first page of results from a Google search.” As a result, NIH “has efforts underway to address” identifying potential sources of undue foreign influence with its peer reviewers.

In an attempt to raise awareness of the importance of confidentiality in the peer review process, NIH has launched ongoing communications with its staff, the research community, and grantee institutions—some of which have proactively raised concerns with NIH. Specifically, NIH issued a notice titled “Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies Related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components” on July 10, 2019. This notice served as a reminder to the research “community about the need to report foreign activities through documentation of other support, foreign components, and financial conflict of interest to prevent scientific, budgetary, or commitment overlap.” NIH issued this notice more than three years after the FBI notified NIH of an extensive peer review violation in June 2016. NIH also “convened a working group of the Advisory Committee to the NIH Director to explore additional steps to protect the integrity of [NIH]’s peer review.” In addition to the working group, on June 4, 2019, HHS’s Office of National Security issued a policy proposal to create an Insider Threat program. On October 2, 2019, HHS started the first program of this kind to focus on identifying possible risk, mitigation measures, and technical outreach assistance to U.S. institutions receiving NIH funding.

According to NIH, it will be difficult to find a viable solution to address concerns about talent recruitment plan members and the peer review process.
NIH officials said it would take “at least 6 months to a year” to come up with a “risk-based approach for identifying peer reviewer nominees who warrant extra security.” That effort would also require an additional 100 fulltime employees.

Second, the HHS IG completed a broader review of NIH’s efforts to uncover FCOIs with researchers and principal investigators. Since a 2008 HHS IG report that identified “serious gaps in NIH’s oversight of extramural investigators,” the HHS IG found that NIH “has made progress in overseeing FCOIS that extramural grantee institutions report for their research investigators.” Nevertheless, the NIH could do more to protect taxpayer dollars and national security. The HHS IG noted that NIH does not perform any quality assurance to “ensure the adequacy or consistency of program officials’ reviews” of potential FCOIs. Most alarming, however, is that NIH could not provide “the number of FCOIs reported in FY 2018 that involved a significant financial interest in a foreign entity (e.g., the investigator with the FCOI was conducting research in the United States but had a significant financial interest in a foreign entity).” This is because NIH does not have a mechanism within the FCOI reporting software to identify foreign entities.

Third, the HHS IG evaluated the policies, procedures, and controls NIH has in place to help institutions report all sources of outside research support, financial interests, and affiliations. The HHS IG noted that, as shown below, “[t]he number of reviews conducted under the FCOI compliance program significantly decreased from 28 reviews in FY 2013 to only 3 reviews in FY 2018.” NIH officials told the Subcommittee that the decrease in compliance reviews was due to staffing shortages.
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Additionally, the report found “[n]ot all NIH-funded investigators may be aware that they are required to disclose significant financial interests with regard to research support, financial interests, and affiliations.” Moreover, “[o]f the 1,875 institutions that received NIH funding in FY 2018 and were required to have FCOI policies, 1,013 did not have FCOI policies posted on their websites.”

5. Weaknesses in NIH’s Internal Controls for Monitoring and Permitting Foreign Access to Sensitive Data

The HHS IG also found weaknesses in NIH’s ability to properly control foreign investigator access to sensitive information. In February 2019, the HHS IG released a report assessing whether NIH had adequate internal controls in place when permitting and monitoring foreign principal investigators access to NIH genomic data. The IG found that “NIH did not consider the risk presented by foreign principal investigators when permitting access to United States genomic data.” NIH expects foreign principal investigators to “safeguard NIH data and use sound security practices in accordance with signed user agreements,” but the IG’s report notes that “NIH does not verify that foreign [principal investigators]
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have completed security training, even though NIH's Security Best Practices for Controlled-Access Data emphasize security training as a key control.”

Additionally, the report found that NIH had not assessed the risks to national security when permitting access to foreign principal investigators, and did not ensure that NIH Policy reflected the current emerging threat to national security. For example, NIH permitted access to genomic data to for-profit entities, including WuXi Nextcode Genomics and Shenzhen BGI Technology Company, which the FBI said have ties to the Chinese government. In another example, “NIH did not consider any restrictions on which foreign principal investigators were permitted access to research data based on national security risks, such as weaponizing for biological warfare.” Finally, the HHS IG noted that “NIH officials did not consider risks related to the United States' national security by foreign [principal investigators] connected to state-sponsored activities, the presence of United States and international sanctions, or whether the [principal investigator] is in a foreign country that is on a United States Government watch list.”

6. TTP Members Misappropriated NIH Research

While NIH continues to investigate cases of undisclosed foreign support, it has already identified instances in which TTP members misappropriated NIH-funded research. As of September 13, 2019, NIH had contacted 70 institutions regarding more than 130 individuals who received or are receiving NIH funding.

NIH sent confidential communications to institutions that received NIH funding: “It has come to our attention that there are issues of potential noncompliance with NIH policies regarding disclosures of outside research support and relevant affiliations or foreign components.” NIH then provided the NIH researcher or investigator’s name and specific details about that individual’s alleged participation in the TTP or other source of foreign funding. NIH then instructed the institution to within 30 days to “review these issues” and “confirm that this investigator and the [U.S. institution that received NIH funding] complied with [NIH’s] policies.”
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As of this report, NIH has only received complete responses concerning 51 individuals believed to have undisclosed foreign affiliations. NIH was able to determine that taking administrative action, such as holding awards, changing the principal investigator, or other grants actions, was necessary for 66 individuals. NIH indicated that this statistic does not include those grant recipients who were either terminated or resigned. Additionally, as of late 2018, NIH told the Subcommittee that it identified roughly 45 individuals who could no longer work on NIH grants due to their participation in foreign talent recruitment plans.

The Subcommittee worked with NIH to produce the below case examples of NIH research grants and connections to the TTP. These examples detail specific instances of misappropriation, or in some instances theft, of U.S.-funded intellectual property.

**Individual Z**

In early 2019, NIH contacted a medical school concerning three principal investigators with potential affiliations with the TTP, Chinese universities, and other Chinese government funded grant programs. The institution conducted an internal review and initially indicated that it did not identify any financial conflicts of interests. The internal review involved phone interviews and written questions and answers with the principal investigators at issue.

NIH, however, submitted additional questions concerning one of the principal investigators who told the institution that he or she never worked at Peking University and did not receive any funds from any talent recruitment plans. NIH sent the institution a screenshot of Peking University’s website that identified the principal investigator as a “Professor” since 2012. NIH also sent the institution information indicating that the principal investigator was likely a TTP member. The institution later provided NIH with an affidavit from the principal investigator stating he or she never held a position at Peking. The principal investigator also told the institution that Peking University’s web site must be an oversight as he or
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she never actually accepted the position. NIH then informed the institution that
the principal investigator likely had a potential conflict as he or she maintained an
active, unreported Natural Science Foundation of China (“NSFC”) grant. The
institution’s representative wrote back to NIH: “Obviously concerning to us.”

Despite these violations of NIH grant policy, the institution allowed the
individual to continue as a principal investigator on the NIH grant and NIH has yet
to take any further action.

Individual X

In early 2019, NIH contacted a medical research institution concerning a
principal investigator, Individual X. That individual also was publicly listed as
serving in several positions at Huazhong University of Science and Technology. Additionally, NIH alleged that the principal investigator also worked on two active
NSFC grants that Individual X did not disclose.

Subsequently, the institution conducted an internal investigation and stated
that it

may have failed to completely disclose [Individual X’s] affiliation at
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, funding from the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the Chinese
Thousand Talents Program, and foreign components of the awarded
projects in applications and progress reports which designate
[Individual X] as the [principal investigator] or Key Personnel.

After the institution’s inquiry into the individual’s foreign associations,
Huazhong University deleted the individual’s online resume. The institution,
however, asserted that the work did not overlap with past or existing NIH grants.
Despite these violations of NIH grant policy, the institution allowed the individual
to continue as a principal investigator on the NIH grant and NIH has yet to take
any further action.

Individual Y
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In early 2019, NIH contacted a hospital institution regarding alleged foreign support for an NIH-sponsored medical researcher, Individual Y.\footnote{PorCTP-0000245.} Individual Y worked at the institutions’ Biomedical Informatics and Division of Biostatistics.\footnote{Id.} The institution conducted an internal investigation and located a TTP contract signed by Individual Y.\footnote{Id.} The TTP contract required Individual Y to “recruit three undergraduate students each year … focus on recruiting 1-2 post-doctoral students each year … [and] publish 12 papers in mainstream international journals.”\footnote{PorCTP-0000247–248.}

The institution’s internal investigation also discovered that in addition to being a member of the TTP on contract through 2020, Individual Y had faculty appointments at two universities in China: Jianghun and Wuhan.\footnote{PorCTP-0000236.} Individual Y also received a 2018 award from the National Natural Science Foundation of China.\footnote{Id.} Individual Y also proposed using a U.S. data set for the NSFC-funded project.\footnote{See PorCTP-0000238 (Upon further investigation, the Institution was unable to locate a “Data Use Certification” for use of the U.S. data relating to an NSFC funded project. Ultimately, the Institution was unable to definitively determine if Individual Y used the U.S. data in an unauthorized manner).} The institution did not disclose any of the sources of foreign support to NIH.\footnote{PorCTP-0000237.} The institution subsequently counseled Individual Y on the “importance of full and accurate disclosure.”\footnote{Id.} (emphasis in original).

NIH also identified potential conflicts of commitment. For example, NIH asked if the institution was aware that Individual Y “was spending 6 months a year in China working on this project?”\footnote{PorCTP-0000231.} The institution reported that it was not aware.\footnote{Id.} As a corrective measure, the institution refunded to NIH Individual Y’s salary draws for time periods where there was “most likely potential for effort overlap.”\footnote{PorCTP-0000240.} NIH continues to investigate the alleged violations.\footnote{Id.}

**Individual 1**\footnote{Health and Human Serv. production (Oct. 2, 2019) (documents on file with the Subcommittee).}

Individual 1 was a professor and researcher working in cellular and molecular physiology. Individual 1 is also a principal investigator who worked on an NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Award. On April 11, 2014,
Individual 1 requested and received a one-year unpaid leave of absence starting in July 2014 to work at Tsinghua University.

Individual 1 joined Tsinghua Medical School as a recipient of a TTP award in July 2014. While working at Tsinghua Medical School, Individual 1 worked on developing special antibodies. Tsinghua provided Individual 1 with other special opportunities, such as the ability to work with a distinguished Nobel Prize winner, the use of first-class technology and facilities, and access to the institution’s renowned structural biology center. Individual 1 even received an award from the Chinese government that fully supported his or her research and salary at Tsinghua University from July 2014 to June 2017.

On April 6, 2015 Individual 1 requested and received extended leave permitting the individual to maintain a 50 percent appointment at the institution while working at Tsinghua University. The institution also granted permission for Individual 1 to continue to conduct research at the institution.

While Individual 1 was supposed to conduct all the work at the U.S. institution's facilities, Individual 1 directed some of the work to be done in China at Tsinghua University. Individual 1 did not submit a financial disclosure form to the U.S. institution in 2014 as required by the U.S. institution. The individual also did not disclose to the U.S. institution the salaries received from Tsinghua University in subsequent disclosure forms.

“The institution's internal investigation determined that it should have reported to NIH the possibility of collaboration with investigators at a foreign site that could result in co-authorship and should have provided a Foreign Justification attachment to Individual 1’s award application.” In addition, the institution failed to include Individual 1’s Tsinghua University’s position on supplementary reports and failed to report the continuing arrangement with Tsinghua. In response to repeated violations of NIH policies and TTP membership, the institution’s only actions was to develop a remediation plan that required Individual 1 to file annual conflict of interest disclosures.

Individual 3

A medical school reported that a pharmacology and dermatology professor, Individual 3, potentially failed to comply with NIH policies requiring disclosure of outside research support and foreign affiliations or research components. Individual 3 has an NIH grant from the National Cancer Institute. On several publications, Individual 3 listed foreign support, in addition to his or her NIH
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support, and held affiliations with at least five Chinese institutions. None of the foreign support or foreign affiliations, however, were disclosed on Individual 3’s NIH grant documents.

When questioned by the institution, Individual 3 said his or her publications included reference to support from the NSFC because he or she considered it an honor. Individual 3, however, also claimed that he or she received no financial support from the NSFC award for his or her NIH-funded, or any other, research. He or she also claimed that the aim of the project was different than the subject of his or her NIH award.

During its internal investigation, the institution found online reports suggesting Individual 3 was a Dean at Jiangsu University, participated in the Jinshan Scholars Program, and in the TTP. Individual 3 said he or she rejected the position and never participated in the alleged programs. Individual 3 also worked with three post-doctoral students on an NIH grant who held concurrent positions at Chinese institutions. Though these post-doctoral researchers did not list their foreign government support in co-authoring publications with Individual 3, these post-doctoral researchers’ co-authors at their affiliated Chinese institutions listed Chinese government support.

As part of its response to this matter, the institution convened a Committee on Research Security and Conflicts of Commitment to make recommendations about how to secure research on its campuses and ensure that researchers’ commitments supporting their research are not compromised by external relationships. The institution told NIH that it will also review all of Individual 3’s grant applications for the next two years.

**Individual 4**

NIH contacted a medical research institution after identifying issues of potential willful non-disclosure of outside research support and relevant affiliations or foreign components. NIH found that Individual 4, who serves as the Principal Investigator on an NIH grant from the National Cancer Institute, may have willfully failed to disclose the following affiliations:

1. A distinguished professorship Zhejiang University;
2. Selection for the Chinese Talents Program;
3. At least two NSFC grants;
4. One National Key R& D Program of China grant;
5. One Shanghai Education Development Foundation “Shuguang Program” grant;
6. One Chinese Minister of Science and Technology grant; and
7. Two Department of Education of Jiangxi grants.
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The TTP contract required Individual 4 to work “at least 9 months” in China from January 2014 to December 2018 while the individual was a faculty member at the institution. Further, the Chinese Talents Program contract required awards, patents, and projects during the contract period would be under the Chinese Institutions name. The contract also required the individual to resign from the institution by January 2019 and work full-time for the Chinese institution.

As part of its response to this matter, the institution prepared several communications to raise awareness across the university research community on the importance of fully reporting foreign components and relationship with foreign collaborators as required by NIH policy and other sponsors. The institution also revised help guides and business processes and outside interest disclosure forms to better identify the need for faculty to disclose outside relationships with foreign entities.

The institution, after conducting a preliminary investigation, told NIH that the only failure to disclose concerned was the affiliation with Zhejiang University. The other awards did not overlap with the NIH award. The institution did express concern that the Thousand Talents contract required Individual 4 to work “at least 9 months” in China. NIH continues to investigate the matter.

**Individual 5**

NIH contacted Individual 5’s institution after identifying issues of potential noncompliance regarding disclosure of outside research support and relevant affiliations or foreign support. Individual 5 serves as a principal investigator on a current NIH award from the National Institute on Mental Health. While working on the NIH award, Individual 5 also has a position at Guangzhou Medical University in China and holds at least two NSFC grants. Several of Individual 5’s NIH-supported publications were also supported by foreign awards, suggesting foreign collaborations. The grants and affiliations were not disclosed in applications to NIH. The institution, however, stated that research activities conducted in China as part of the consulting agreement did not overlap with the NIH application.
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C. THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

The Department of Energy (“Energy”) is a cabinet-level agency whose mission is “to ensure America’s security and prosperity by addressing its energy, environmental and nuclear challenges through transformative science and technology solutions.” Energy is also tasked with “reducing the threat of nuclear proliferation, overseeing energy supply, carrying out the environmental clean-up from the Cold War nuclear mission,” and overseeing the 17 National Laboratories (“National Labs”). Energy’s Office of Science is the country’s largest federal sponsor of basic research in the physical sciences.

Energy’s prominent role in advanced research and development makes it particularly attractive to China’s talent recruitment plan efforts. According to the FBI, Energy is the U.S. government agency subject to the “most penetration attempts” for technology transfers because of its “prominent role in advanced R&D, particularly in energy and nuclear weapons development.” It comes as no surprise then that Energy recently identified TTP members who worked on sensitive research at National Labs. Examples include a post-doctoral researcher who stole 30,000 electronic files from a National Lab and a National Lab contract employee who filed for a U.S. patent overlapping with Energy-funded research. In the most egregious cases, National Lab personnel recruited through foreign talent recruitment plans later worked on foreign military programs.

Energy has been slow to address vulnerabilities surrounding the openness of the U.S. scientific community and its scientific collaboration with countries of risk. For more than 30 years, federal regulations have prohibited U.S. government employees from receiving compensation from foreign entities that conflict with their official duties; however, Energy did not issue guidance to its employees or contractors on participation in foreign talent recruitment plans until 2019.
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1. National Laboratories

Energy’s National Labs began as an outgrowth of scientific investment by the U.S. government during World War II and now serve as leading institutions of science, with an emphasis on translating basic science research into innovation. The National Labs provide access to large-scale, costly research and scientific facilities that universities typically cannot afford. The 17 National Labs use cutting-edge research to address complex and critical scientific challenges.

Sixteen of the 17 National Labs are Government Owned, Contractor Operated (“GOCO”) Federally Funded Research and Development Centers. The federal government owns GOCO labs, but third-party contractors such as universities, non-profits, or for-profit firms operate them. These facilities are designed to address long-term research that cannot be completed effectively at other government research facilities or in the private sector. The other category of National Lab is Government Owned, Government Operated (“GOGO”). A GOGO lab is operated by a federal agency where all management and staff are considered government employees and are subject to government employment regulations.

Each National Lab is overseen by one of six Energy’s program areas and supports at least one of Energy’s missions, typically the mission of its sponsoring program area. Many National Labs, however, support multiple missions and receive funding from multiple program areas. Three National Labs fall under the NNSA: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and Sandia National Laboratories. The NNSA is responsible for “enhancing national security through the military application of nuclear science.”
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2. Foreign Scientists and the Department of Energy

International competition to develop the most advanced scientific facilities is fierce and is an important component of economic competitiveness. Foreign nationals play a significant research role at the National Labs. In 2018, for example, there were more than 35,000 foreign nationals conducting research in National Labs—about 10,000 from China. According to one public report, while the number of Chinese scientists who previously conducted research at one of Energy’s National Labs and then returned to China is unknown, “so many scientists from Los Alamos have returned to Chinese universities and research institutes that people have dubbed them the ‘Los Alamos club.’”

Energy’s Office of Science has focused on the construction and operation of large federally sponsored scientific user facilities. These user facilities are accessible to foreign researchers. These facilities are federally sponsored research facilities available to scientists and provide access to utilize the most advanced tools of science, including accelerators, colliders, supercomputers, and light- and neutron-sources. The Office of Science currently operates 26 user facilities at the National Labs “as shared resources for the scientific community, with access determined on a competitive basis using peer review.” Open user facilities are federally sponsored research centers utilized by external users to advance scientific or technical knowledge. Researchers, both foreign and domestic, from academia, industry, and other government institutions can conduct research at these facilities, but are required to publish their results. Proprietary users can access user facilities, but are subject to full cost recovery.
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3. Department of Energy Financial Assistance Programs

Energy is the largest federal sponsor of basic research in the physical sciences.\textsuperscript{383} Energy’s Office of Science FY 2019 budget of “$6.6B supports a portfolio of basic research, which includes grants and contracts supporting over 25,000 researchers, including students, located at over 300 institutions and all 17 DOE national laboratories.”\textsuperscript{384} The Office of Science solicits grant funding proposals from “universities, non-profit and for-profit research organizations, National Labs, small businesses, and other federal research organizations.”\textsuperscript{385} It provides grants through two types of funding announcements: (1) Funding Opportunity Announcements (“FOAs”) which are available to universities, non-profit and for-profit research organizations, National Labs, and small businesses; and (2) Energy’s National Laboratory Announcements which are open only to National Labs.\textsuperscript{386}

\textit{Funding Opportunity Announcements}. All grant proposals must be submitted in response to an FOA.\textsuperscript{387} The FOA contains the required application forms and instructions for the grant application.\textsuperscript{388} Each FOA issued by the Office of Science provides: a technical description of the type of work to be funded; information about the type, size, number, and duration of awards expected; eligibility criteria; instructions for any submission of letters of intent, pre-applications or preproposals, and applications or proposals; due dates and times; review and selection information, including merit review criteria; and agency points of contact.\textsuperscript{389}

\textit{Energy’s National Laboratory Announcements}. Energy’s National Laboratory Announcements provide National Labs with multi-year funding for specific research projects.\textsuperscript{390} These announcements function like the FOAs, but are exclusive to National Labs. Responses to an announcement include a proposal that Energy staff evaluate to ensure alignment with Energy’s research priorities.\textsuperscript{391}
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this funding based on competitive merit review and other criteria communicated in the announcement.392

Grant Process. After an applicant submits an application, the Office of Science conducts an initial review for completeness and responsiveness.393 A Program Manager then conducts the merit review.394 During the merit review, both federal and non-federal technical experts review the application and provide their assessment to the Program Manager.395 The Program Manager then decides whether to recommend funding the application.396 Grants and Contracts Support reviews the file after a series of senior officials approve the recommendation for funding.397 The Integrated Service Center then releases the Notice of Financial Assistance Award, the binding award document that contains the assistance agreement, terms and conditions of award, and other items.398

Disclosure of Foreign Support and Affiliations. During the application process, Energy requires the disclosure of current and pending support, and affiliations in the applicant’s biographical sketch.399 At the time of this report, Energy requires the disclosure of the name and institutional affiliation for any collaborators and co-editors up to 48 months preceding the submission of the application.400 The name and organizational affiliations of any graduate and postdoctoral advisors and advisees must also be disclosed.401

The awardee must also provide a list of all current and pending support for project directors and senior personnel, including sub awardees, for any ongoing projects or pending applications.402 A list of all sponsored activities and awards that required a “measurable commitment of effort, whether paid or unpaid” must also be provided.403 For every activity, the awardee must provide the following information:
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• Name of the activity sponsor or the source of funding;
• Title of the award or activity;
• Total cost or value of the award or activity, including direct and indirect costs;
• Total amount of requested funding for pending proposals;
• Award period;
• Months of effort per year being dedicated to the award or activity; and
• Brief description of the research being performed, explicitly identifying any overlaps with the proposed research.404

4. Energy Did Not Implement Policies Prohibiting Involvement in Foreign Talent Recruitment Plans Until 2019

Energy recently ramped up efforts to address vulnerabilities in its collaborative research systems, particularly those risks associated with countries of risk and foreign talent recruitment plans. Energy formalized its efforts in December 2018 when it approved “immediate policy changes” to prevent foreign countries of concern from exploiting the openness of the U.S. scientific community to the detriment of U.S. national security.405 These new policies will eventually require all foreign nationals’ resumes be included in Foreign Visits and Assignments requests to all National Labs, sites, and plants as well as in the Foreign Access Central Tracking System database.406 Energy also began enhanced vetting of foreign nationals from sensitive countries seeking Foreign Visits and Assignments approval.407

Energy is implementing the Strategic International Science and Technology Engagement Policy (“SISTEP”) to mitigate risks in scientific collaboration with countries of risk. SISTEP limits scientific engagement on sensitive, but unclassified technologies with countries and individuals of concern.408 Under SISTEP, a newly established Federal Oversight Advisory Body reviews and maintains an S&T Risk Matrix.409 The S&T Risk Matrix details areas of international scientific collaboration that pose potential risks to U.S. national interests and recommends research areas and technologies whose access by countries of risk should be limited
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or restricted. Energy is still developing the S&T Risk Matrix in consultation with its National Labs and plans to implement that policy in early 2020.

Months before finalizing SISTEP, however, policy drafts were leaked and at least two news reports detailed how Energy was looking to crack down on participation in foreign talent recruitment plans. On February 11, 2019, an Energy employee wrote in an email, “I’m sure everyone has seen Science Magazine published an article and referenced the International S&T memo, which has been leaked. … I think this places greater urgency in getting the S2 guidance memo signed and disseminated to the labs so we can address any confusion behind the intent of the memo.”

Research institutions and an advocacy group contacted Energy to try to better understanding the situation after a news report based on the leak generated confusion “among leaders of the academic research enterprise.”

In early 2019, Dan Brouillette, Energy’s Deputy Secretary, announced that Energy personnel, including contractors, fellows, interns, and grantees, would be subject to limitations and possible prohibitions on their participation in foreign talent recruitment plans. Energy issued its policy through directive DOE O 486.1 on June 10, 2019. The directive states that Energy will prohibit “DOE employees and DOE contractor employees, while employed by the DOE or performing work under a contract, from the unauthorized transfer of scientific and technical information to foreign government entities through their participation in foreign government talent recruitment programs” as designated by Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence.

This directive requires Energy employees to disclose any participation in a foreign talent recruitment plan to their immediate supervisor and Designated Agency Ethics Official before entering into discussions with a foreign talent recruitment plan. If an Energy employee is already participating in the foreign talent recruitment plan, they must report in writing such participation to their immediate supervisor and to the Designated Agency Ethics Official within 30 days. Those who fail to report are “subject to discipline up to and including
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removal from federal service.” If the Designated Agency Ethics Official determines that participation in a foreign talent recruitment plan conflicts with legal requirements or Energy’s policies and directives, the employee must cease participation in the foreign talent recruitment plan within 30 days.

By September 24, 2019, all Energy contractors were required to revise employee contracts and implement these new requirements regarding foreign talent recruitment plans. The effectiveness of these policies, however, remains to be seen. As of October 10, 2019, after full implementation of the policy, less than 12 Energy employees or contractors self-reported participation in a talent recruitment plan as defined by Energy’s policies. Energy’s policy defines foreign talent recruitment plans as the following:

In general, such programs include any foreign-state-sponsored attempt to acquire U.S. scientific-funded research or technology through foreign government-run or funded recruitment programs that target scientists, engineers, academics, researchers, and entrepreneurs of all nationalities working or educated in the United States. These recruitment programs are often part of broader whole-of-government strategies to reduce costs associated with basic research while focusing investment on military development or dominance in emerging technology sectors.

Energy’s definition of a talent recruitment plan is helpful in that it is the first publicly available federal agency definition that will aid research institutions in better understanding the issues and threats.

5. TTP Members Likely Stole Energy Research and Intellectual Property

Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence produced three case examples of National Labs and connections to foreign government talent recruitment plans. These case examples detail specific instances of TTP members likely stealing U.S.-funded intellectual property. The three case studies provided by Energy are detailed below. Separate from these limited case examples, Energy officials told the Subcommittee that it is “aware of hundreds of persons who
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425 Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence primarily wrote these three case examples or “vignettes” due to law enforcement equities and classification issues. The Subcommittee edited them for clarity and uniformity.
have participated in Talent Programs and have ties to the Department of Energy.”

In more detailed public testimony before the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, a U.S. defense contractor explained that “Thousand Talents websites name more than 300 U.S. government researchers who have accepted the program’s money.” Most concerning, however, was Energy’s admission that as of December 2018 it was aware of at least nine former employees linked to TTP who also maintained U.S.-issued security clearances.

**Individual M**

A National Lab employee, Individual M, who accepted a joint appointment at a Chinese university as part of the TTP likely took National Lab intellectual property and patent information without consent of other laboratory scientists, in order to file a similar patent with Chinese collaborators. Individual M subsequently filed for a U.S. patent that overlapped with the design and claims of the patent held by the National Lab.

**Individual N**

Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence conducted an investigation of Individual N that applied to the TTP while working at a National Lab. The investigation determined that Individual N was a supervisor at the National Lab and oversaw other TTP applicants who worked on sensitive but unclassified national security topics.

While employed at the National Lab, Individual N hosted dozens of other Chinese nationals, worked on numerous Energy funded projects, and visited multiple Energy labs. The individual hired at least four Chinese nationals and TTP participants, while at least eight others were known to be no-pay appointments paid for by other Chinese organizations. The investigation revealed a disproportionate collaboration with Chinese institutions, and the individual attempted to initiate official sharing agreements between the laboratory and a Chinese organization. Additionally, the investigation found that monitoring the group’s work was complicated by the language barrier, the revolving door of personnel, and the somewhat insular nature of the group. A later review identified at least six projects designated as sensitive.

---
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Individual O

Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence investigated a post-doctoral researcher, Individual O, whom China selected for the TTP. The investigation determined that Individual O removed multiple gigabytes of unclassified data totaling over 30,000 electronic files from the National Lab prior to departing for China.432

While employed at the National Lab, Individual O was selected for China’s TTP. In support of the TTP application, the researcher obtained recommendation letters from U.S. colleagues and detailed some ongoing projects. Shortly after being selected for the TTP, the researcher took a professorial position in China.433

After Individual O departed for China, Energy discovered that the researcher uploaded multiple gigabytes of information including presentations, technical papers, research, and charts, from the National Lab network to a personal cloud storage account. Individual O told his or her prospective Chinese employer that his or her research area in the United States would play a critical role in advanced defense applications. Individual O furthermore planned to leverage the Chinese university’s strength in national defense and military research to support the modernization of the People’s Republic of China’s national defense. After returning to China, Individual O committed to keeping a close and collaborative relationship with several named research teams at the National Lab.434
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D. THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The U.S. Department of State (“State”) “leads America’s foreign policy through diplomacy, advocacy, and assistance by advancing the interests of the American people, their safety and economic prosperity.”435 State adjudicates nonimmigrant visa (“NIV”) applications and manages the application process at U.S. embassies and consulates overseas in coordination with other federal departments and agencies.436 NIVs are temporary permits given to foreign nationals seeking to visit the United States to study, work, or conduct research.437 State considers every visa adjudication to be a national security decision.438

State’s role in reviewing NIV applications puts it on the front line in the U.S. government’s efforts to protect against intellectual property theft and technology transfers.439 State has a process to examine NIV applicants who may be attempting to steal sensitive technologies or intellectual property. State’s authority under the Immigration and Nationality Act to deny visas is limited, leading to a low denial rate for visa applicants. State denied less than five percent of the visa applications it determined warranted additional scrutiny due to concerns that the applicant might violate export control laws. State makes visa applicant files and supporting documentation available to U.S. law enforcement, but not in easily accessible or useful formats. Finally, State does not systematically track visa applicants linked to China’s talent recruitment plans.

1. The Nonimmigrant Visa Application Review Process

State’s Bureau of Consular Affairs (“Consular Affairs”) is responsible “for the issuance of passports and other documentation to citizens and nationals” and for the “facilitation of legitimate travel to the United States.”440 Consular Affairs is funded in part through consular fees it collects for its services.441 Foreign scientists,
students, and others seeking to acquire a NIV begin the visa process by filling out an online application called the DS-160.\footnote{Online Nonimmigrant Visa Application: DS-160 Exemplar, U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, BUREAU OF CONSULAR AFFAIRS, https://travel.state.gov/content/dam/visas/PDF-other/DS-160-Example_07292019.pdf.} The DS-160 collects a significant amount of information about a visa applicant such as name, marital status, travel companions, home address, places of employment, previous military experience, and educational history.\footnote{Id.} In addition, the applicant may be asked to provide supporting documentation such as a resume, research plans and publications, and information on any universities or other entities with which the applicant is associated.\footnote{Id.} There currently is no online form that would require applicants to submit these materials in a standardized format, and as a result, State stores these documents as unsearchable PDFs.\footnote{Interview with U.S. State Dep’t, Bureau of Int’l Security and Nonproliferation (July 23, 2019) [hereinafter STATE DEP’T, BISN INTERVIEW (July 23, 2019)].}

After completing the DS-160, the foreign national schedules a visa interview with a consular officer.\footnote{Id. The foreign national provides all of the necessary paperwork concerning their proposed U.S. institutional assignment, unlike the situation with export license applicants where the U.S. company is responsible for providing information.} During the interview, a consular official reviews the visa application, checks the applicant’s name in State’s databases for potential criminal activity, adverse information, previous visa denials, and other immigration violations.\footnote{U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-05-198, BORDER SECURITY: STREAMLINED VISAS MANTIS PROGRAM HAS LOWERED BURDEN ON FOREIGN SCI. STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS, BUT FURTHER REFINEMENTS NEEDED 3 (Feb. 2005), https://www.gao.gov/new.items/d05198.pdf [hereinafter 2005 GAO MANTIS REPORT].} The official also obtains fingerprints and a photograph and ensures the applicant is eligible for the type of visa.\footnote{Id.} Once the consular official determines that the applicant is eligible for the visa, the applicant is typically notified within 24 hours.\footnote{Id. at 4.}

Consular officials, however, can request a more in-depth review of the visa application and supplemental documentation from the visa applicant.

2. Security Advisory Opinions

A consular official can request a Security Advisory Opinion or “SAO” if the visa applicant appears to pose a national security risk to the United States. U.S. national security agencies screen over 100,000 visa applications every year for potential issues ranging from the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction to
illicit transfers of sensitive technology.\textsuperscript{450} According to a 2005 Government Accountability Office report on SAOs:

SAOs are required for a number of reasons, including concerns that a visa applicant may engage in illegal transfers of sensitive technology. An SAO based on sensitive technology transfer concerns is known as Visas Mantis and, according to State officials, is the most common type of SAO applied to science applicants.\textsuperscript{451}

State designed the Visa Mantis process to further four important national security objectives:

- prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their missile delivery systems;
- restrain the development of destabilizing conventional military capabilities in certain regions of the world;
- prevent the transfer of arms and sensitive dual-use items to terrorists and states that sponsor terrorism; and
- maintain U.S. advantages in certain militarily critical technologies.\textsuperscript{452}

After a consular officer requests a Visa Mantis review, the officer submits the application package and visa interview notes through State’s cabling system to Consular Affairs in Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{453} Consular Affairs coordinates with DHS and other U.S. government agencies to conduct a review of the application and supporting documents for the visa application.\textsuperscript{454} State typically gives DHS ten business days to conclude its review, with extensions granted on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{455} After the interagency review process is completed, a consular official abroad “reviews the SAO and, based on the information from Washington, decides whether to deny or issue the visa to the applicant.”\textsuperscript{456} The 2005 GAO report provides a graphic that further explains the visa adjudication process, including the Visa Mantis review.\textsuperscript{457}


\textsuperscript{451} 2005 GAO MANTIS REPORT at 5.

\textsuperscript{452} Id. at 5.

\textsuperscript{453} Id. at 6.

\textsuperscript{454} A DHS official told the Subcommittee that this and other similar reviews can be delayed as State does not make the attachments to the visa applications, typically the resume and other supporting documents, keyword searchable. Interview with U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, Office of Intelligence (Sept. 11, 2019). See also 2005 GAO MANTIS REPORT.

\textsuperscript{455} 2005 GAO MANTIS REPORT at 7.

\textsuperscript{456} Id.

\textsuperscript{457} Id. at 6.
3. Consular Affairs Has Limited Authority to Deny Visa Applicants on National Security Grounds Related to Intellectual Property Theft

According to State officials, Consular Affairs has limited authority to deny visa applicants suspected of involvement in intellectual property theft. This is because denial must be specifically linked to violations of export control laws related to controlled technology. The commonly cited export control laws include the Export Administration Regulations, including the Commerce Control list, and the International Traffic in Arms Regulations. Edward Ramotowski, with State’s Consular Affairs, elaborated on State’s limited authorities under the Immigration and Nationality Act in recent congressional testimony when he stated that a consular officer can consider “whether there are reasonable grounds to believe that a visa applicant seeks to enter the United States to engage solely, principally, or incidentally in activity to violate or evade U.S. law prohibiting the export from the United States of goods or technology.”

---

458 STATE DEPT, BISN INTERVIEW (July 23, 2019). If the visa applicant’s field of study or work is not covered by an export law, State indicated that it can rely on a “catch all” provision, 15 C.F.R. § 744.3, to make denial recommendations. To rely on this provision, however, State would need to explain how a visa applicant visit could contribute to a controlled end use.
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As a result, denials must be linked to tightly controlled commodities and technology that are subject to export controls under the Export Administration Regulations, International Traffic in Arms Regulations, or other U.S. regulations such as those imposing economic sanctions. Ramotowski further stated that, “[t]he broader these export controls are, the more often we can use them to deter and disrupt activities of concern.” The Export Control Reform Act of 2018, which requires Commerce to regularly update Commerce Control List to include “emerging and foundational technologies,” may provide State greater flexibility to deny NIV applicants seeking to steal intellectual property as Commerce updates its list.

Because consular officials must base a denial on a specific anticipated violation of an already existing export law, they cannot currently deny a visa application if they have reason to believe that the visa applicant seeks to “lawfully gain knowledge through work or study in a sensitive area of technology that is not export controlled—for example, certain technology related to robotics or artificial intelligence.” Furthermore, State officials told the Subcommittee that participation in a foreign talent recruitment plan does not automatically lead to visa ineligibility. Those same officials, however, said that State has denied some TTP members NIVs.

4. Consular Officers Manually Search State’s “Technology Alert List” and Other Supporting Documentation

When deciding whether to conduct a Visa Mantis review, a consular official determines whether the applicant’s background or proposed activity in the United States could include exposure to technologies on the Technology Alert List (“TAL”). The TAL is a list based on U.S. export control laws published by State in coordination with the interagency community that “includes science and technology-related fields where, if knowledge gained from research or work in these fields were used against the U.S., it could be potentially harmful.”

While older, incomplete versions of the TAL are publicly available online, the Subcommittee reviewed the most recent, comprehensive version. The more than
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60-page document provides 16 categories of technologies that State considers sensitive, including for example nuclear and missile technologies.\textsuperscript{470} The TAL also contains additional instructions on how to evaluate visa applicants and an FAQ for consular officers.\textsuperscript{471} The TAL, however, does not contain entities of concern or any references to foreign talent recruitment plans.\textsuperscript{472}

The Subcommittee identified some shortcomings in Consular Affairs’ process for reviewing a visa applicant according to the TAL. For example, State officials told the Subcommittee that a consular officer would have a copy of the TAL available while interviewing the applicant. As the process is not automated, consular officers search the TAL manually.\textsuperscript{473} Some consular officers even refer to printed copies of the TAL during interviews.\textsuperscript{474} State officials indicated that while there are not concrete plans to automate the process of reviewing visa applicants for concerns related to export controlled technology, there are ongoing discussions within Consular Affairs to determine if automation would be more efficient.\textsuperscript{475}

5. Chinese Visa Applicants Comprise a Majority of Visa Mantis Reviews, But Are Rarely Denied

State classified the specific number of visa applicants that receive a Visa Mantis review. In 2005, however, the last time State publicly released data regarding State’s Mantis program, the GAO found that “China and Russia account for roughly 76 percent of all Visa Mantis cases.”\textsuperscript{476} The Subcommittee learned that Chinese visa applicants also continue to comprise a majority of Visa Mantis reviews in 2019.\textsuperscript{477} State rarely denies visa applicants after the review. A Subcommittee survey of Visa Mantis reviews showed that State denied less than five percent of reviewed Chinese visa applicants.\textsuperscript{478}

The Subcommittee asked State to provide case examples of Visa Mantis files related to visa applicants with connections to China’s talent recruitment plans, including the TTP.\textsuperscript{479} State could not provide any of the requested files. State wrote that it was “unable to provide specific examples of applicants involved in China’s talent recruitment plans, as [State] does not systematically track this

\textsuperscript{470} State Dep’t briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 24, 2019).
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\textsuperscript{479} Subcommittee letter to U.S. Dep’t of State (July 31, 2019).
information.” Instead, State provided 20 classified case examples—unrelated to talent recruitment plans—of denied Chinese visa applicants to demonstrate State’s review process.

6. Ongoing Criminal Prosecution Highlights Problems with State’s Lack of Scrutiny of Research Scholar Visas

A recent indictment from the Southern District of New York shows that Chinese government officials are aware of State’s weakness in screening certain types of visas, particularly student and researcher scholar visas. On September 17, 2019, a complaint was unsealed, detailing an alleged Chinese government conspiracy to commit visa fraud. Zhongshan Liu, a Chinese citizen, was charged in connection with “his involvement in a conspiracy to fraudulently obtain U.S. visas for Chinese government employees.” As alleged in the complaint, “Liu conspired to obtain research scholar visas fraudulently for people whose actual purpose was not research but recruitment” of scientists and researchers. Liu allegedly provided assistance in obtaining visas for individuals claiming to be research scholars, but in reality his assignment was to recruit for China’s talent recruitment plans.

According to the complaint, Liu operated the New York office of the China Association for International Exchange of Personnel (“CAIEP-NY”). CAIEP-NY is a Chinese government agency that, among other things, recruits scientists, academics, engineers and other experts in the United States to work in China. Liu worked with other Chinese government employees in the United States, including at Chinese consulates, to fraudulently procure J-1 Research Scholar visas for a CAIEP-NY employee and a prospective CAIEP-NY employee. In addition, Liu attempted to assist a CAIEP-NY hire to obtain a J-1 research scholar visa

---
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under false pretenses.489 Liu contacted multiple U.S. universities to try to arrange for a university to invite the CAIEP-NY hire to come as a J-1 Research Scholar.490 Liu was in communication with an individual affiliated with a U.S. university who explained that it would “be very easy for us to give him/her a J-1 [visa].”491
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E. THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The Department of Commerce’s (“Commerce”) mission is to create “the conditions for economic growth and opportunity.” Commerce has offices in every state and territory and more than 86 countries worldwide. Commerce consists of multiple operating units, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, International Trade Administration, Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Institute of Standards and Technology, United States Patent and Trademark Office, and the Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”).

Commerce relies on BIS to advance “U.S. national security, foreign policy, and economic objectives by ensuring an effective export control and treaty compliance system, and by promoting continued U.S. leadership in strategic technologies.” BIS conducts industrial base assessments of defense-related technologies and also “administers export controls of dual-use items which have both military and commercial applications.”

To work with controlled dual-use technology in the United States, foreign nationals and the firms that employ or sponsor them must comply with U.S. export controls and visa regulations. Commerce, through an interagency review process, is responsible for issuing deemed export licenses to firms that employ or host foreign nationals seeking to work on controlled technology projects. A Subcommittee review of those license applications found that Commerce issued deemed licenses to Chinese nationals who participated in talent recruitment plans and were affiliated with other concerning entities, including some now on Commerce’s Entity List.

498 Lists of Parties of Concern, U.S. Dep’t of Com., Bureau of Indus. and Security (2019), https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/policy-guidance/lists-of-parties-of-concern. (“The Entity List identifies foreign parties that are prohibited from receiving some or all items subject to the EAR unless the exporter secures a license. These parties present a greater risk of diversion to weapons of
1. Deemed Export Licensing

BIS is charged with administering the Export Administration Regulations which impose licensing requirements on the export of items that are controlled for national security and foreign policy reasons.499 The Regulations’ export control provisions serve the national security, foreign policy, and other interests of the United States by restricting access to items by countries or persons that might use such items in a way hostile to U.S. interests.500 According to the GAO’s 2002 review of BIS licensing standards:

Under U.S. export control regulations, a firm is required to seek a deemed export license if the export of the technology to the foreign national’s country of citizenship would require a license. If a license is required, the exporter must submit a license application to Commerce identifying the technology, the reason it is controlled, the proposed destination, and the intended end user. In the case of deemed export license applications, firms must also provide the foreign national’s resume, visa type, and a list of his or her publications.501

The Regulations obligate U.S. individuals and corporations to apply for and receive a license from the U.S. government before releasing to foreign-individuals and employees in the United States certain types of technology.502 This obligation is commonly known as the “deemed export rule,” as releases of controlled technology to foreign individuals in the U.S. are “deemed” to be an export to that person’s country.503

Organizations that commonly use deemed export licenses include high-tech research and development institutions, bio-chemical firms, and the medical and computer sectors.504 Individuals with legal permanent residence status or U.S. mass destruction (WMD) programs, terrorism, or other activities contrary to U.S. national security and/or foreign policy interests. By publicly listing such parties, the Entity List is an important tool to prevent unauthorized trade in items subject to the EAR."
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citizenship and persons granted status as “protected individuals” are exempt from the deemed export rule.\textsuperscript{505} A deemed export license is only required for release of controlled technology or software to a foreign individual if a license would be required for the export of such items to the individual’s country of origin.\textsuperscript{506}

A deemed export license is required if an export license is needed to export technology described under an Export Control Classification Number listed on the Commerce Control List and if the foreign national’s country of most recent citizenship or affiliation would require an export control license.\textsuperscript{507} An Export Control Classification Number describes the item that is exported and indicates licensing requirements.\textsuperscript{508} The Commerce Control List consists of ten broad categories with each subdivided into five product groups, as shown in the example below.\textsuperscript{509}

---
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If an item under Commerce’s jurisdiction is not listed on the Commerce Control list—typically low-technology consumer goods—it generally does not require a license.\(^{510}\) If the item is being shipped to an embargoed country, to an end user of concern, or in support of a prohibited end use, an export license may still be required.\(^{511}\) Commerce does not regulate all goods, services, and technologies being exported; other federal agencies have export control responsibilities for regulating exports that are more specialized.\(^{512}\)

To be granted a deemed export license, an employer must fill out an application requiring the disclosure of the following three items:

1. how the controlled technology will be used by the foreign individual;
2. the immigration status of the foreign individual; and
3. a resume including personal background, educational and vocational background, employment history, military service, and optionally special information the applicant believes the BIS should take into account when reviewing the application.\(^{513}\)

Commerce and other reviewing agencies use this information to determine the risk that the technology could be diverted for unauthorized uses or unauthorized users.\(^{514}\) Commerce, under Executive Order 12981, conducts the review of license applications with the Departments of Defense, State, and Energy.\(^{515}\) Commerce also may request information or input from other federal agencies, including the FBI, but the Executive Order nor the Export Control Reform Act, grants the FBI specific authority or responsibility in this process.\(^{516}\) Commerce’s intelligence analysts review open source, classified, and law enforcement databases when reviewing license applications.\(^{517}\)
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2. A Majority of Deemed Export Licenses are for Chinese Nationals

Since 2013, Commerce has processed 7,777 deemed export license applications.\(^{518}\) More than 52 percent of all deemed license applications were for Chinese nationals during that time.\(^{519}\) “In 2018, 3,102 companies submitted a total of 34,851 license applications, including deemed exports.”\(^{520}\) “1,101 companies applied for only one license, 506 companies applied for two licenses and 937 companies applied for three to nine licenses.”\(^{521}\) In 2018, applications for Chinese nationals accounted for approximately 35 percent of approved applications, as shown below.\(^{522}\)

---
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3. Commerce Rarely Denies License Applications

Commerce rarely denies deemed export license applications. As shown below, Commerce’s denial rate in 2018 was 1.1 percent.\textsuperscript{523} Commerce also told the Subcommittee that it has not revoked a deemed export license in the past five years, despite the recent listing of new entities on Commerce’s Entity List.\textsuperscript{524}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approved</td>
<td>1,245</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>1,268</td>
<td>1,377</td>
<td>1,394</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>-39.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-54.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWA*</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,325</td>
<td>1,063</td>
<td>1,381</td>
<td>1,476</td>
<td>1,525</td>
<td>1,007</td>
<td>-34.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWA: Return without action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Commerce U.S. Exports Exporter Support System, retrieved on March 5, 2019

Note: All previously reported numbers are subject to revision based on changes in the source data on the retrieving date.

4. Commerce Issued Deemed Export Licenses for Chinese Nationals Linked to Talent Recruitment Plans and Other Concerning Entities

The Subcommittee examined nearly 2,000 deemed export license applications for Chinese nationals that Commerce issued over the past three years. Following an interagency review, Commerce issued deemed export licenses to Chinese foreign nationals linked to talent recruitment plans and other concerning entities, including Huawei and Chinese universities with connections to the Chinese military. Most of the issued licenses allow “foreign nationals from countries of concern to work with advanced computer, electronic, or telecommunication and information security technologies.”\textsuperscript{525}

\textsuperscript{523} Id.
\textsuperscript{524} Email from Dep’t of Commerce Legis. Aff. to the Subcommittee (Aug. 5, 2019) (on file with Subcommittee).
\textsuperscript{525} Note, however, that not “all domestic transfers of controlled technology to foreign nationals require a license. For example, certain types of dual-use technology and software may be provided to foreign nationals from India, Pakistan, and Israel without a license.” U.S. GOVT ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-02-972, EXPORT CONTROLS: DEPT OF COM. CONTROLS OVER TRANSFERS OF TECHNOLOGY TO FOREIGN NATIONALS NEED IMPROVEMENT, 2 (Sept. 6, 2002).
Talent Recruitment Plans. Commerce issued at least 20 licenses to Chinese nationals associated with various Chinese talent recruitment plans. A sample of these license applications follow below.

- In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on digital cellular radio equipment. According to the application, the nature of the work would allow the foreign national access to controlled technology and capabilities of various products in development by the U.S. company. That same foreign national previously worked on at least two research projects concerning video-based, real-time object tracking supported by two talent recruitment plans.

- In 2016, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on controlled and proprietary wireless technology. That same individual published a research paper in 2016 on wireless technology that was funded, in part, by a talent recruitment plan.

- In 2016, a U.S company applied for a Chinese national to work on controlled cellular technology. That same individual published a research paper on similar technology funded by a talent plan.

China’s National Defense Universities. Commerce issued licenses to individuals associated with one of the seven Chinese universities, known as the “Seven Sons” that are under “direct supervision” by China’s Military Commission. Two of these universities, Beihang University and Northwest Polytechnical University, are currently on Commerce’s Entity List. The other five institutions, Beijing Institute of Technology, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin Institute Engineering University, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and Nanjing University of Science and Technology, are not on Commerce’s Entity List as of this report. Commerce granted more than 150 licenses to Chinese nationals linked to one of the seven defense universities. A sample of these license applications follow below.
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• In 2018, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to access semiconductor technology and converter integrated circuits. That same individual received a Bachelor’s of Electronic Information Engineering from Beihang University.\textsuperscript{534}

• In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work as a packaging engineer, providing packaging design, development, and support for semiconductor technology. That same individual received a Bachelor’s in Optical Information Science and Technology and a Masters in Optics from the Northwestern Polytechnical University.\textsuperscript{535}

**Huawei.** According to information reviewed by the Subcommittee, Commerce issued at least 65 licenses to Chinese nationals who previously worked for or were supported by Huawei. Huawei is on Commerce’s Entity List as of this report. A sample of these license applications follow below.

• In 2018, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on systems for telecommunications carriers, cable providers, and data center customers. This individual previously worked at Huawei as a software engineer.\textsuperscript{536}

• In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national that previously worked on machine learning and embedded software for Huawei and also graduated from Harbin Institute of Technology with a bachelor’s degree in engineering.\textsuperscript{537}

**The Chinese Academy of Sciences (“CAS”).** CAS has been referred to as the “backbone” of the Chinese innovation system. According to the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, CAS has a research staff of 50,000 and “employs much of China’s best scientific and engineering talent and has an extensive system of roughly 100 research institutes and laboratories.”\textsuperscript{538} The U.S. Department of Defense also found that CAS is the:

[H]ighest academic institution for comprehensive R&D in the natural and applied sciences in China and reports directly to the State Council
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in an advisory capacity, with much of its work contributing to products for military use. 539

According to information reviewed by the Subcommittee, Commerce, after an interagency review, issued more than 60 licenses to Chinese nationals associated with CAS. A sample of these license applications follow below.

- In 2018, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on microelectronics fabrication intended for semiconductor technology. That same individual received a Master’s in Electrical Engineering from the Institute of Microelectronics at CAS. 540

- In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to have access to semiconductor technology for the development and production of integrated circuits. That same individual received a Masters of Electronics and Communication Engineering from the Institute of Semiconductors at CAS. 541


540 Production from the Dep’t of Commerce (June 17, 2019).
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F. THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

The FBI is a federal law enforcement agency that operates under the Department of Justice’s jurisdiction. The FBI employs 35,000 people, including special agents, intelligence analysts, language specialists, scientists, and information technology specialists at its headquarters in Washington D.C. and 56 field offices. The FBI has broad law enforcement responsibilities, including protecting and defending the United States against terrorist attacks, foreign intelligence threats and espionage, cyber-based attacks and high-technology crimes. The FBI also informs the public and state and local law enforcement agencies of potential crimes and vulnerabilities to criminal organizations. Specifically, the FBI is charged with working with state and local law enforcement “to address crime problems common to federal/state/local agencies” and providing “timely and relevant criminal justice information and identification services concerning individuals, stolen property, criminal organizations and activities, crime statistics, and other law enforcement related data” to “FBI qualified law enforcement, criminal justice, civilian, academic, employment, licensing, and firearms sales organizations.”

The FBI has been slow to respond to threats posed by Chinese talent recruitment plans. Despite the Chinese government’s public announcements in 2008 of its intent to recruit overseas researchers with access to cutting-edge research and absorb, assimilate, and re-innovate technologies, the FBI did not identify Chinese talent recruitment plans as a “threat vector” until 2015. In a 2018 FBI document, the Bureau acknowledged that the U.S. government “was slow to recognize the threat of the Chinese Talent Plans, but that has changed in recent years.” The FBI also took nearly two years to make a coordinated dissemination of information identifying potential talent recruitment plan participants to federal grant-making agencies. This delay may have deprived those agencies and inspectors general additional opportunities to identify talent recruitment plan members who engaged in crimes, unethical grant practices, or unauthorized technology transfers. Finally, while the FBI is making progress towards creating a unified messaging strategy to U.S. research institutions, it still lacks a coordinated national outreach program to address these issues.

---
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1. The FBI was Slow to Recognize the Threat

In 2008, the Chinese government announced its plan to recruit top overseas-researchers and to eventually bring their talents and expertise to China to benefit the government. Despite China’s public declaration of its intentions, the FBI took nearly ten years to recognize that Chinese government talent programs posed a threat to the U.S. academic community and federal research grants. In 2015, the FBI “identified the Chinese Talent Plans as a known vector of the non-traditional threat.”\footnote{Id.} It was not until mid-2018, however, that FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C. took control of the FBI’s response to the threat.\footnote{Fed. Bureau of Investigation briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 12, 2019).}

An early and significant FBI criminal investigation of a TTP member resulted in a guilty plea in December 2016. A team of FBI special agents in the Connecticut field office arrested Dr. Long Yu, a Chinese citizen and U.S. legal permanent resident, in November 2014 for attempting to take hundreds of gigabytes of export-controlled, proprietary information to China.\footnote{Documents on file with the Subcommittee (Oct. 12, 2018).} These materials included design information for the F-22 and JSF-35 military jet engines.\footnote{Id.} In court documents, Dr. Long confirmed he used his knowledge of U.S. technology to apply for multiple Chinese talent plans, and he did so while employed by a U.S. defense contractor.\footnote{Id.}

As part of his applications, Dr. Long corresponded with Chinese government researchers and described how he would use his future position to benefit Chinese government research.\footnote{Id.} Dr. Long described the ways he would leverage his knowledge of U.S. technologies and manufacturing processes to benefit China, saying, “These unique working experiences have provided me a great starting point to perform R&D and further spin off business in China. I believe my efforts will help China to mature its own aircraft engines.”\footnote{Id.} In December 2016, Dr. Long pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit economic espionage and attempted export of defense articles.\footnote{Id.} During the course of the Dr. Long investigation, FBI special agents who were working the case concluded that Dr. Long’s illegal activity was not an isolated incident of a talent recruitment plan member’s illegal behavior.

A 2018 FBI PowerPoint presentation titled, “Talent Plan Education Package Briefing,” recognized that the U.S. “government has identified the Talent Plans as an avenue of illicit technology transfer.”\footnote{Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 16 (Oct. 12, 2018).} That same presentation also stated that
the “[t]he U.S. government was slow to recognize the threat of the Chinese Talent Plans, but that has changed in recent years.”\textsuperscript{556} The FBI’s slow response to Chinese recruitment operations through the TTP and other talent recruitment plans provided the Chinese government the opportunity to recruit U.S.-based researchers and scientists. Though Chinese government statistics on the number of TTP members in China are sparse, a state-run media outlet lauded China for recruiting more than 6,000 TTP members by 2016, including 70 Nobel Prize laureates and academicians from the United States and Europe.\textsuperscript{557} A U.S. media report showed a year later that the number of TTP members had further increased to over 7,000.\textsuperscript{558}

2. The FBI Took Nearly Two Years to Disseminate Talent Recruitment Plan Information to Federal Grant-Making Agencies

The FBI received information concerning members of the TTP and other talent recruitment plans in 2016.\textsuperscript{559} The FBI took nearly two years to coordinate a dissemination of that information to federal grant-making agencies.\textsuperscript{560}
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delay may have deprived the NIH, the Department of Energy, and the NSF and their respective inspectors general from effectively identifying talent recruitment plan members that engaged in illegal or unethical grant practices using taxpayer dollars and preventing any unauthorized technology transfers.

3. The FBI Disbanded its National Security Higher Education Advisory Board

The FBI disbanded its National Security Higher Education Advisory Board (“NSHEAB”) designed to facilitate security cooperation with the U.S. higher education community in 2018. The FBI created the NSHEAB in 2005 to better understand “the unique culture, traditions, and practices of higher education, including the culture of openness and academic freedom and the importance of international collaboration” and to serve as an “ongoing dialogue about national security issues between higher education institutions, the FBI, and other federal agencies.” The NSHEAB met quarterly from 2005 until 2014 and included approximately 20 representatives from leading institutes of higher learning and research.

According to the FBI, because participation in the NSHEAB waned in 2014, the FBI ceased holding NSHEAB meetings, despite the growing threat of foreign talent plans such as the TTP. After a four year hiatus, the FBI sent a letter in February 2018 to NSHEAB members informing them of the decision to disband the NSHEAB. The FBI told NSHEAB members that the FBI’s Office of the Private Sector would reevaluate “mutually-beneficial academic engagement opportunities” and would potentially initiate “new advisory groups to partner with the FBI.”

The FBI’s decision to disband its forum for discussing national security issues with the U.S. academic community came one week after FBI Director Wray’s Senate Select Intelligence Committee testimony highlighted the Chinese threat to the U.S. academic community. During his February 13, 2018 testimony, Director Wray stated:

[T]he use of nontraditional collectors, especially in the academic setting, whether it’s professors, scientists, students, we see in almost every field office that the FBI has around the country. It’s not just in major cities. It’s in small ones as well. It’s across basically every discipline. I think
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the level of naïveté on the part of the academic sector about this creates its own issues. They’re exploiting the very open research and development environment that we have, which we all revere, but they’re taking advantage of it.571

Shortly after the FBI dissolved the NSHEAB, ACE, the Association of American Universities, the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities, and the Council on Government Relations publicly criticized the FBI’s decision. In a joint statement submitted during an April 11, 2018 house hearing on foreign plots targeting America’s research, ACE and the other associations noted that the disbandment came “at a time when the very types of discussions the Board enabled between the university community and federal security agencies could be especially valuable.”572

The FBI has defended its decision to disband the NSHEAB, stating that it was “no longer the most practical medium for sharing threat information and engaging academia.”573 Instead, the FBI created the Office of Private Sector (“OPS”) in 2014 as it recognized the need for more resources, coordination, and engagement with the private sector.574 The OPS was supposed to reflect the FBI’s desire to remain “ahead of the threat through leadership, agility, and integration.”575 The FBI now designates “at least one Private Sector Coordinator in every FBI field office focused on engagement with the private sector, to include academia.”576 The OPS also has full-time personnel, including a Supervisory Special Agent, a senior Management and Program Analyst, and administrative contractor support, who are “solely committed to academia outreach and coordination.”577 Notably, the FBI’s OPS did not have a dedicated outreach team for U.S. universities until July 2019.578 The OPS then began collaborating with the three largest academia associations—ACE, Association of American Universities,
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and Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities—on issues of mutual concern.\footnote{Fed. Bureau of Investigation Email to the Subcommittee (Sept. 27, 2019).}

The FBI told the Subcommittee that OPS provides support to FBI field offices to hold regional academia conferences with universities and “hosts an annual Academia Summit at FBI Headquarters with university executives, science funding agencies (such as NIH and NSF), academia associations, and other government agencies in attendance.”\footnote{Id.} To better understand the FBI’s engagement with the higher education community, the Subcommittee requested on two occasions to attend the annual Academia Summit. The FBI declined the Subcommittee’s requests, but offered to brief the Subcommittee after the summit.\footnote{Fed. Bureau of Investigation Email to the Subcommittee (Sept. 30, 2019).}

4. The FBI Continues to Lack a Coordinated National Outreach Program on the Threat from Talent Recruitment Plans

The FBI has delivered mixed messages to the U.S. higher education community concerning how to respond to threats posed by foreign talent recruitment plans. More than a dozen U.S. universities and higher education advocacy groups told the Subcommittee that the Bureau’s outreach efforts were inconsistent and lacked specificity. The FBI is making progress towards a unified strategy, but still lacks a coordinated national outreach program to address these issues.

The Subcommittee met with more than a dozen U.S. universities and higher education advocacy groups to discuss research security as well as the Bureau’s outreach efforts.\footnote{Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 31, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 30, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 24, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 17, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 10, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 7, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 4, 2019; 11:00 A.M.); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 4, 2019; 12:00 P.M.); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 1, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 19, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (July 17, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (June 13, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (May 18, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Apr. 24, 2019).} The responses varied, but in nearly all cases, the U.S. higher institutions expressed the need to have more specific information about the threat that Chinese talent recruitment plans pose.\footnote{Id.} This included specific requests for case examples or talent recruitment plan contracts that could provide more detail about the loss of intellectual capital and property or violations of federal grant terms and conditions.\footnote{Id.} University officials also described the FBI’s outreach on
the threat that China poses as “haphazard” or a “mixed bag.” These criticisms were meant to be constructive as many U.S. universities officials also indicated that they maintained productive relationships with the local FBI field office. This included coordinating with the FBI on threats such as campus security.

University officials’ criticism of FBI outreach on foreign talent recruitment plans is well-founded. For example, in one case, the FBI provided a university a list of suspected TTP members without explaining what next steps the university should take to protect itself. At least one university president wrote in a public opinion piece that he interpreted the FBI’s outreach as inappropriate direction to “spy” on “foreign-born students.” Several other universities felt compelled to issue public letters to their university communities to clarify that their communities remain “open to people from all over the world.”

Despite OPS forming a team specifically to explain risks to the U.S. higher education community earlier this year, the FBI continues to lack a coordinated national outreach program on these issues. Prior to 2019, special agents needing information before briefing or interacting with higher education institutions in their area of responsibility would contact FBI headquarters to receive briefing.
information or talking points on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{591} The FBI maintained presentation materials on the broader risks associated with Chinese economic espionage, but not specifically talent recruitment plans.\textsuperscript{592} In January 2019, OPS created a publicly available document titled “China: The Risk to Academia” to increase the information sharing by FBI special agents meeting with higher education institutions.\textsuperscript{593} OPS and FBI counterintelligence are currently working on a standard PowerPoint presentation concerning China’s economic espionage efforts, including talent recruitment plans, to better coordinate messaging across its 56 field offices.\textsuperscript{594}
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G. THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (“OSTP”), established in 1976 in the Executive Office of the President, advises “the President of scientific and technological considerations involved in areas of national concern” and serves “as a source of scientific, engineering, and technological analysis and judgement for the President with respect to major policy, plans, and programs of the Federal Government.” OSTP also facilitates and directs interagency science and technology efforts, policy coordination, and safety coordination.

Currently, OSTP is in the midst of a policy review to take a coordinated approach to adopt best practices across the federal government to mitigate foreign exploitation of “the U.S. open innovation system.” This review is to develop a “longer-term strategy for balancing engagement and risk without stifling innovation.” The U.S. government’s vast and varied array of grant-making agencies complicates this policy review. As of today, federal agencies are providing the academic community with varied messages on the appropriate response to foreign exploitation.

1. The National Science and Technology Council

OSTP’s National Science and Technology Council (“NSTC”) seeks to “coordinate the science and technology policy-making process.” NSTC is chaired by the President, and “upon his direction, the Assistant to the President for Science and Technology may convene meetings of the council.” Additionally, NSTC may utilize “established or ad hoc committees, task forces, or interagency groups.” The NSTC is comprised of “the Vice President, Cabinet Secretaries and Agency Heads with significant science and technology responsibilities, and other White House officials.” NSTC manages six primary committees: (1) Science and Technology (S&T) Enterprise; (2) Environment; (3) Homeland and National Security; (4) Science; (5) STEM Education; and (6) Technology. In addition, NSTC operates two special committees: the Joint Committee on the Research

---
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Environment and the Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence. Each committee oversees various subcommittees and working groups.

2. Joint Committee on the Research Environment

In May 2019, NSTC launched the Joint Committee on the Research Environment (“JCORE”) to “coordinate interagency work related to improving the safety, integrity, and productivity of research settings.” JCORE is co-chaired by representatives from OSTP, the NSF, the NIH, the Department of Energy, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology. JCORE aims to take an integrative approach to improve “the collective safety, integrity, productivity, and security of [the] nation’s multi-sector research environment.” To further these efforts, JCORE maintains four subcommittees in the following areas: (1) Coordinating Administrative Requirements for Research; (2) Rigor & Integrity; (3) Research Security; and (4) Safe and Inclusive Research Environments. Each subcommittee is comprised of approximately two dozen leaders across numerous federal science, foreign affairs, and security agencies.

First, the Subcommittee on Coordinating Administrative Requirements for Research (“CARR”) works to fulfill statutory requirements and the needs of the research community. CARR’s aim is to create significant reductions in administrative work and costs in the research community and is working to simplify grant application requirements. CARR also has planned initiatives to consult with the research community when developing next steps and share Research Business Model efforts with the research community.

---
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Second, the Subcommittee on Rigor and Integrity of Research (“Rigor and Integrity”) “seeks to address concerns over institutional incentives and systemic practices that undermine rigor and integrity.”\textsuperscript{615} Rigor and Integrity has identified areas across federal agencies to promote baseline policies and hopes to work with stakeholders in the research community to disseminate the recommendations and best practices.\textsuperscript{616} Rigor and Integrity will identify policies, practices, and incentives that do not reward rigor, and create best practices and trainings to address the issues.\textsuperscript{617} Rigor and Integrity hopes to maximize federally funded Research and Development investments.\textsuperscript{618}

Third, the Subcommittee on Research Security (“Research Security”) aims to “protect America’s researchers from undue foreign influence without compromising our values or our ability to maintain the openness and integrity of our innovation ecosystem.”\textsuperscript{619} In other words, Research Security seeks to balance the need for open research environments while at the same time protecting national assets. During a recent congressional hearing, the director of OSTP noted the benefit of collaborative and open research but emphasized the risks faced in the absence of protocols.\textsuperscript{620} Additionally, he stressed that the subcommittee’s goal is to generate best practices that do not place cumbersome burdens on institutions, but rather establish effective and efficient standards.\textsuperscript{621}

Research Security also collaborates with private and public partners on four key areas:

- Coordinating outreach and engagement with research partners to help understand and demonstrate the challenges;
- Establishing and coordinating disclosure requirements for participation in the federally funded research enterprise;
- Developing best practices for academic research institutions; and
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• Developing methods for identification, assessment, and management of risk.622

Research Security expects to provide best practices to funding agencies and academia on topics like conflicts of interest, vetting responsibilities, and enforcement mechanisms.623 Additionally, Research Security is working with federal grant-making agencies to standardize grant terms, conditions, forms, and language—a process OSTP plans to complete by early 2020.624

Fourth, the Subcommittee on Safe and Inclusive Research Environments ("Safe and Inclusive") “is the primary coordinating body for Federal agencies to share practices, challenges, and activities to combat harassment of all types in the research environment.”625 Safe and Inclusive will focus on polices which help to recruit and retain diverse researchers.626

3. Inconsistent Federal Grant Policies and Outreach Efforts Complicate OSTP’s Ability to Respond to Foreign Talent Recruitment Plans

While JCORE’s goal is to make federal grant proposals as harmonized and standardized as possible, federal grant-making agencies’ policies and processes currently differ in several key ways.627 These differences complicate the grant process for applicants, stifle U.S. law enforcement’s ability to investigate grant crimes, and frustrate the federal government’s ability comprehensively understand grant spending.

One key problem is different disclosure requirements concerning foreign support across the government. For example, current NSF conflict of interest and conflict of commitment reporting does not require investigators to disclose in-kind support or any activities outside a principal investigator’s institutional
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appointment. On the other hand, NIH “requires reporting of all sources of research support, financial interests, and affiliations.”

Another policy difference concerns the permissibility of participation in foreign talent recruitment programs. The new Energy policy restricts participation in talent recruitment programs by all Energy employees and Energy contractor employees. NSF’s policy makes it clear that NSF personnel detailed to NSF cannot participate in foreign government talent recruitment programs, but the policy does not extend to principal investigators. And NIH does not have a policy specifically concerning foreign government talent recruitment programs at all.

U.S. university officials told the Subcommittee that they have received letters from federal grant-making agencies detailing new obligations regarding talent recruitment plans, but the agencies all have their own approach, and there is a lack of coordination. One U.S. higher education organization told the Subcommittee “the messaging from federal agencies that foreign talent programs are a concern is consistent, but federal agency efforts are dissimilar.” Other university officials told the Subcommittee that their institution “is not sure what to do with the information on Chinese foreign talent programs provided” by the FBI. Another U.S. school told the Subcommittee that there is concern in the academic community “that an entire group [Chinese-Americans and Chinese students and faculty] is being painted with a broad brush” and is “under attack.”

OSTP acknowledged there has not been a clear message on university administrative responsibilities, noting that JCORE plans to coordinate outreach and engagement with federal agencies, academic research institutions, companies, non-governmental organizations, researchers, and students. JCORE also will focus on best practices to combat harassment of all types in the research
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environment and support recruiting and retaining diverse researchers. During the next few months, OSTP announced it will be “holding meetings at academic institutions across the Nation to converse with researchers and students on matters of research security and other topics within JCORE.”
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